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INTRoDUCTION

The purpose of this manual is to provide the basic principles of theory and installation
associated with accelerometers to users of the Newmark Structural Engineering Laboratory
(NSEL). The material presented in this manual is based on 50 years of experience of NSEL and
references listed at the end of this manual. Also, the experience of past users of NSEL was used
while working on this manual. Many questions have been asked on which either direct answers
were given or references were recommended in which answers could be found. That is why this
manual was partially written in the question-answer format. Any critical comments and remarks
of current users are also welcomed and they will be used in a future revision. This manual is
divided into 3 sections: theory, instrumentation, and installation.

Tuponv

What is accele|ation? Acceleration is the rate of change of velocity (Av) in a time
interval (At). Acceleration (a) is given by:

Av
Lt

The unit of acceleration is m.is2 or ff/s2 or g. ̂ The downward vertical acceleration due to Earth's
gravity is called 1g, and is equal to 9.807 m/s' or 32.17 ftls'.

What is an accelerometer? It is a transducer that allows the measurement of acceleration
of an object to which the base of the accelerometer is attached. The accelerometer produces an
electrical output proportional to the acceleration motion of its base. Accelerometers are widely
used during dynamic, vibration, and blast testing of structural materials and components.

There are three types of accelerometers: Resistance-wire strain-gauge accelerometer,
piezoelectric accelerometer, and piezoresistive accelerometer. The piezoresistive type has
become the most popular in research and industrial applications. It offers the advantages of
lighter weight, smaller size, higher output, and higher frequency response when compared to the
resistance-wire strain-gauge accelerometer. Unlike the piezoelectric type, the piezoresistive
accelerometer is useful for measuring steady state acceleration (zero frequency). The zero
frequency response is essential in making accurate long duration shock motion measurements.
In this manual, only the piezoresistive accelerometer will be discussed.

How does the acceleronreter l,rork? A single-degree-of-freedom accelerometer can be
represented by a mass element connected to a spring and mounted in a case (Figure 1). The case
is attached to the moving part whose motion is to be measured. When the accelerometer is in
motion, the inertial force on the mass element due to the acceleration results in a deformation of
the piezoresistive element. This deformation changes the resistance of the element and the
electrical output of the accelerometer. In a well designed accelerometer, the deformation and
electrical output are directly proportional to acceleration over a wide range of frequencies
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Fig. 1 Representation of a single-degree-of-freedom accelerometer.

What is a piezoresistive element? It is a solid-state silicon resistor that changes electrical
resistance proportional to applied mechanical stress. Young's Modulus for silicon is close to that
of steel. Its yield strength in both tension and compression is greater than that of maximum-
strength steel, and its modulus-to-density ratio is more than three times that of steel. Single-
crystal silicon is used because unlike polycrystalline metals, it remains strong under repeated
cycles of tension and compression. These characteristics, coupled with its linear elastic
properties until fracture, make properly grown silicon an ideal material for mechanical
integration into transducers. Single-crystal silicon is also the most commonly used
semiconductor material.

' An important characteristic ofthe piezoresistive element is that its change ofresistance is
large relative to its change in length. In other words, it has a large gauge factor that is typically
between 50 and 200 as opposed to a gauge factor of 2 to 5 of a tlpical resistance sffain gauge.
This high gauge factor allows the piezoresistive element or other semiconductor strain elements
to produce a large useable electrical signal output from a transducer with a stiff mechanical
flexure, and therefore makes them attractive for use in accelerometer technology. The
accelerometer uses usually four piezoresistive elements connected electrically in a Wheatstone
full-bridge circuit in a way similar to other resistance strain gauge circuits.

A much more detailed discussion on the gauge factor and the Wheatstone-bridge circuit
is available in the Strain Gauge Manuai of NSEL (Ref. 5).

INsrnuMeNtettoN

There are two types of accelerometers currently available for use at NSEL. These are
Model 2262C-25 (Figure 2) from Endevco (see the included Ref. I for the performance
characteristics, and Ref. 2 for the datasheet), and Model SA-102 (Figure 3) from Terra
Technology see the included Ref. 3 for specifications). The former requires 2100 Strain Gauge
Conditioner and Amplifier System, while the latter has a built-in circuitry and requires any DC
dual power supply for its operation.
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Fis. 2 Endevco 2262C-25 accelerometer.

Fig. 3 Terra Technology SA-102 accelerometer.



2100 Strain Gause Conditioner and Arnolifler Svstern

The intention of this section is to show, step by step, the procedure of connecting an
accelerometer (e.g. Model 2262C-25) to the 2100 strain gauge conditioner and amplifier system
(yellow box) in the full bridge configuration. A copy of the yellow box manual is included in
this package (Ref. 4). This manual should be referred to if any questions or doubts occur.

Figure 4 shows a picture ofthe yellow box as well as an outline ofpower supply, single
channel signal conditioner/amplifier, and schematic of the input breakout box for accelerometer
leads connection. The yellow box is a four channel unit which allows strain measurement in
quarter, half, and full bridge configurations. It also allows measurement by other transducers in
a full bridge configuration. In this case, accelerometer is the transducer with four leads: Two for
the bridge input so that a regulated excitation voltage is appiied, and two for the bridge voltage
output that varies with the acceleration applied. Figure 5 presents electrical diagrams for quarter,
half, and full bridge configurations, which are used in most applications in the laboratory. The
last diagram in Figure 5 shows the connections for the accelerometer in a full bridge
configuration.

Ooeration ofthe 2 100 system

I . Connect the yellow box to the I 10 V, 60 Hz source of electrical power. Flip the toggle
switch "POWER" on the power supply (Figure 4c). Using the 'CHANNEL' selector, check
both AC and DC lines using a voltmeter of power supply. Wait at least 30 minutes (warm-
up time) before proceeding to step 2.

2. Tum the 'CHANNEL' selector to channel 1 (Figure 4c). Tum the 'EXCIT ON" for channel
I (Figure 4b) and using the "BRIDGE EXCIT" resistor, adjust the excitation voltage to the
required level; e.g. 10 \DC. A small screwdriver is needed to tum the "BzuDGE EXCIT'
resistor. Repeat this operation for all channels to be used.

Turn the "EXCIT OFF" for all four channels (Figure 4b). Connect the four leads of an
accelerometer to the selected channel (e.g. channel l) of "Input breakout box" (Figure 4d)
according to the "Full bridge: transducer" configuration in Figure 5 and Figure 6. If more
than one accelerometer are being used, repeat this connection for all remaining channels.
Refer to the "INSTALLATION" section of this manual to connect the accelerometer cable
to the accelerometer.

Tum the 'EXCIT ON" for channels being used (Figure 4b). Make sure that each channel is
powered by the adjusted excitation voltage. Make additional adjustments, if necessary.
Turn the "EXCIT OFF" for channel 1. Connect a voltmeter to an "output cable"
corresponding to channel 1 (Figure 4a). Mount the accelerometer onto the calibrating frame
(Figurc 7a). Adjust the legs of the frame such that the measurement axis of the
accelerometer lies perfectly parallel to the ground. By definition, the accelerometer should
measure 0g in this configuration (Figure 7b). Using "AMP ZERO" resistor for channel I
and thc small screwdriver, adjust the output voltage so that it reads "zero" (0.000). Third
decimal point may vary + 5 mV. Repeat this procedure for all channels used. Several

3 .
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Fig. 4 Four channel, 2100 strain gauge conditioner and amplifier system (yellow box): a) lcture
of the 2100 system, b) single channel signal conditioner/amplifier, c) power supply, d) input
breakout box.
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accelerometers can be mounted onto the calibrating frame so that each one connected to a
different channel can be calibrated at the same time.

5. Tum the 'EXCff ON" for channels being used (Figure 4b). Connect the voltmerer ro an
"output cable" corresponding to channel I (Figure 4a). Using the "BAIANCE', knob
(Figure 4b) for channel 1, adjust the output voltage to read "zero" (0.000); both "OUTPUT"
lights (+ and -) should be extinguished. The "BALANCE" resistor can correct for an
approximately t2,000 pe unbalance in 350 f,) quarter, half or fu]I bridge. With bridge inputs
other than 350 O, the balance range will be reduced for lower bridge resistance and
increased for higher ones. For example, Model 2262C-25 with a 1000 O fuli bridge
resistance significantly increases the balance range. If the balance range proves inadequate
for the traasducers in use, the balance resistor should be either replaced or shunted with an
additional one. The latter option is used in the applications. Repeat this procedure for all
channels used. When using an additional resistor, make sure you know the resistor color
code available in Ref. 11.

6. To calibrate the accelerometer, decide on the range of accelerations expected during
measurement. Adjust the calibrating frame such that the mounted accelerometer points up
(Figure 7c). By definition, this is +1g due to Earth's gravitational pull. Connect the
voltmeter to an 'routput cable" conesponding to channel 1 (Figure 4a). Assuming the
maximum acceleration to be measured is known, adjust the gain using both "GAIN" screw
and knob in such a way that i0 vDC output coresponds to the maximum acceieration
expected. For example: When the maximum expected acceleration to be measured is 59,
the output voltage must be:

l O V o l o
U"", =#=2.0oov z

)g

Adjust the calibrating frame such that the mounted accelerometer points down (Figure 7d).
By definition, this is -1g, and the output voltage should read -2.0V. Bring the
accelerometer parallel to the ground to check that the output voltage is still "zero" (0.@0).
Refer to "INSTALLATION" section of this manual for other calibration methods.

7. It is advisable to check both "AMP ZERO BAL" and "BALANCE" (points 4 and 5) on each
channel just before data is taken. The 'AMP ZERO BAL" (point 4) should be checked
occasionally on an extended test.

DC Dual Power Supply

Since an accelerometer such as SA-102 has a built-in circuitry, which is an equivalent of
the 2100 system, any DC dual power supply can be used for its operation. An example of DC
dual power supply is shown in Figure 8.

Operation of DC Dual Power Suoply

1 Connect a DC dual power supply to the 110 V,60 Hz source of electrical power. Tum it on
(Figure 8) and wait at least 30 minutes (warm-up time) before proceeding to step 2.
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a)

Red (+)
(coM)

Black C)

Fig. 8 DC dual power supply.
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Fig. 9 Transition box: a) Front view, b) Rear view.
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Adjust the output DC voltage (excitation voltage) from the power supply to the value
specified by the accelerometer manufacturer, 12 VDC for SA-102. Connect the output from
DC power suppiy to the ffansition box shown in Figure 9. Make sure that the polarity is
correct; minus goes to minus and plus goes to plus @oliow the color codes shown in Figures
8 & 9). If the polarity is reversed, the output from accelerometer wi]l be close to zero.

Connect the accelerometer to one of four chalnels, say channel 1, of the transition box
(Figure 9a). Also connect a voltmeter to an "output cable" corresponding to channel I
(Figure 9b). Tum the "1g BIAS" switch "OFF' on the transition box for channel 1 (see
"Note" below). Mount the accelerometer onto the calibrating frame in the 0g confrguration
(Figure 7b). Make sure zero V (0.00 V) output is achieved. To calibrate the accelerometer,
decide on the range of accelerations expected during measurement. Adjust the calibrating
frame such that the mounted accelerometer points up (Figure 7c). By definition, this is +lg
due to Earth's gravitational pul1. The maximum acceleration to be measured is 49 and is not
adjustable. Since 10 VDC output corresponds to this maximum acceleration, output voltage
should read 2-5Y for 1g acceleration. Adjust the caLibrating frame such that the mounted
acceierometer points down (Figure 7d). By definition, this is -1g, and the output voltage
should read -2.5V. Bring the accelerometer parallel to the ground to check that the output
voltage is still "zero" (0.000). Refer to "INSTALLATION" section of this manual for other
calibration methods.

Note: When "1g BIAS" is "OFF", 0.00V corresponds to 0g, and measurement range is -4g to
+49. When "1g BIAS" is "ON", 0.00V conesponds to +1g, and measurement range is -3g to
+5g. "ON" position may be more convenient for some users when the accelerometer is mounted
vertically on to the specimen and 0.00V is desired as the starting voltage. SA-102 measures
accelerations always in the direction of the arrow drawn on it.

INsreu-errox

Acceierometer mounting. The accelerometer must be properiy attached to the test
specimen to gather accurate data without any distortion. This requires that the accelerometer
mounting be rigid over the frequency range of testing. Different mounting methods can be
utilized for various applications depending on the practical requirements of the test system. The
acceierometer can be directly mounted onto the test specimen or a fixture may be used.

Direct methods include using a standard mounting stud (Figure 2) or using an adhesive
(cementing technique). A solid stud is the best means for mounting. Care should be talcen to
ensure a flush mate to a smooth flat surface so that the entire base of the accelerometer is in sood
contact with the test specimen. The mounting hole must be at a right angle to the surface.

As for the cementing technique, its efficiency depends entirely on the adhesive used for
the particular application. Adhesives are useful when the mounting surface is irregular. On the
other hand, they may not be able to provide the desired frequency response over the entire
operational range of temperature of the accelerometer. To prevent damage to the accelerometer,
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adhesive material must not be scraped or sanded off it. Appropriate solvents should be used to
remove all traces ofthe adhesive ftom the accelerometer.

Fixtures may be used for mounting accelerometers to a test specimen. A common
method in NSEL is to use little aluminum blocks with a threaded hole to which the accelerometer
can be attached with a standard mounting stud (Figure 10). These mounting blocks are attached
to the test specimen with an appropriate adhesive, such as PC7 heavy duty epory paste A & B'
After removing the accelerometer from the mounting block, the adhesive can be scraped or
sanded offthe block without worrying about damaging the accelerometer.

Accelerometer

Test specimen

Fig. 10 Accelerometer mounted block.

For all methods of mounting mentioned above, tle user must be aware of the fact that the
mass of the accelerometer (and of the block/fixture) increases the mass of the test specimen,
thereby decreasing the frequency content of the system. For most applications, this effect is not
significant because the mass of the specimen is large compared to that of an accelerometer.
Also, if the accelerometer is attached to a somewhat flexible specimen, it may introduce local
stiffening which increases the frequency content of the system.

Accelerometer cable connection. The cable which connects an accelerometer to its
matching electronics is an important aad delicate part of the overall measurement system. It
must transmit the accelerometer signal to the associated signal conditioning equipment without
distortion or introduction of noise. Cable must also not affect accelerometer or test specimen
characteristics.

The cable for the Endevco 2262C-25 accelerometer has a connector at its end (Figure 2).
The connector is a six-contact female plug. To connect the cable to the accelerometer, Iine up
the white dots on the cable and accelerometer connectors, push in the cable connector, then
tighten the nut. When attaching and detaching the cable, great care must be taken not to
bend the pins of the accelerometer connector. Cable connector should be securely tightened,
with carefi use of plien, if necessary, to prevent loosening during operation at high frsqugasls5.
The cable also should be handled with care. It should not be stepped on, kirked, knotted, etc.
When possible, the cable should be tied down within two to three inches of the accelerometer
connector. Long, unsupported length of cable may load the test specimen and lead to cable
damase.



Accelerometer calibration. The calibration technique described in the
'INSTRUMENTATION" section of this manual is called the Turnover Calibration. It is
performed under a single set of conditions for the basic sensitivity caiibration. Other techniques
include Centrifugal, Reciprocity, and Comparison Calibration. These methods can be utilized
under various conditions to obtain frequency response calibration, temperature response
calibration, amplitude linearity calibration, and others. The user is advised to see Ref. 1 for a
detailed explanation of accelerometer calibration.
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ofiers the advantages ot lighter weight, smaller size, higher . output is essentially independent of frequenqy below
outpu! and higher trequency response when compared tol6l:) one.fif$ fre resonance frequenq1. A singledegree-of-
lhe rcsistancFwire strain{Ege acceletomster, n-'freedom accelerometer can be represented by a mass

1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 GenenlApplications
A Diezoresistive accelerometer is a tansducer whose
elecrical output is proportional to fie acceleration motion
oi its base, Although its application is similar to that of a
srain gage acceleroineter, the piezoresistive accelerometer

Unlike the piezoelectric ?ccelerg!!4gl the piezoresistiJlt
accelerometer is useful. fo. nlg:gllg_:!9gy-Sgt"

--<--

a,l!€!-eFjiq'^ilzer_gile_qg9!l$.Thezerof sequencyresponse
is essential in making ac$rate long duration shock motion
rEasurem€nts.

Wth their inherently high gage factors, 10 to oter lOO
times that of the conventional wire gages, piezoresistive
type accelerometers provide a relatively large output signal.
Becaue of fteir low output impedance, dte accelerometers
can operab directly into oscilloscopes, digital voltmeters,
Itpe recordec, and computers without intervening elec-
ironics or amplification.

1.2 ldentification
ENDEVCO@ piezoresistive accelerometers are normally
identified by a two-part model number. The first part

condsB of lour digits representing the basic design and the
s€c€nd part indicates the rated acceleration level tor the
tranducer.

For example, in the Part Numb€r 2261A-25@, the 2261A
identifies an accelerometer utilizing specilic piezoresistive
elements in a iour-arm bridgE mounted in a unique
configuration. The -2500 indicates a full scale range of
-2500 g to +2500 s.

A letter "C" after the basic part number identifies an
acc€lerometer with two active arms connected in one half
of a bridge circuit, The bridge is complEted internally with
two fixed, stable resistors. This configuration allows the
accelerometer and readout equipment to be passively
calibrdted by shunt resistors. See Seetion 8.10.1.

An accelerometer whibh includes minor modifications of a
standad product is designated with the basic model

. number followed by the letter M and a number. Character-
inics of these. accelerometers are listed in an "AE"
Speci{ication identified with the model number. 

'

2.O THEORY OF OPERATION

2.1 Accelerometers
An accelerometer is a transduc€r that produces an electrical
output proportional to the acceleratiOi motion of its base.
Tha frequency of motion to be measured is lower than the
resonance frequency of the accelerometer and the electricat

element connected to a spring and mornted in a case. The
case is attached to the moving part whose motion is to be
meag.rred.

The sensing elements and constraining parB in an accelero-
meter possess such a small amount of damping due to
internal friction that it may be disregarded. Significant
amounts of damping may be introducd artificially by
filling the accelerometer with oil, or arranging the geometry
to prolide for air damping.

2.2 Sensing Elemants
@esilicon
r O
ag!99_SgSlgdgtstress. Since it is a single crystal it is not
.only strong but virtually free of mechanical hysteresis with
inherent good linearity. The significant characteristic of this
element is that its change of resistance is large relative to iG
change in length. lt has a gage factor many times greater
trran lhe typical wire strain gage. Gage factors range
typically from 50 to 200.

A FI,/E|
G a q e F a q t o r K = - --  A L / L

Where:

AR = change in iesistance

R = initial resistance

AL = change in length of element

L = initiai tength of element

(2-1)
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2.3 Sensing Bridge
Most piezoresistive accelerometers utilize four piezor$istive
elements connected electrically in a Wheatstone Bridge in a
way similar to other resistance strain gage circuiG. See
Figtlre 2-1. A regulated voltage excitation (Ex) is applied to
the bridge input, and the bridge voltage output (Eo) varies
with the acceleration applied.

lf an accelerometer uses only two piezoresistive elements
(half-bridgel, two stable resistors must be connected to
complete the bridge. Inactive ballast resistors, such as Rc in
Figure ?-1 , are usually included to compensate for thermal
shifts in sensitiviw.

2.4 AccelerometerDesign

2.4.1 Sensing Elements
ENDEVC@ piezoresistive tranducers utilize two or four
piezoresistive el€ments in a configuration designed to sense
the measurand. A typical ENDEVCO@ strain element is
shown in Figure 2-2 (U.S. Pat No. 3,351,880).

I

FiguE 2-1. Tyical conneetioG within a piezotesidiyc
transducer.

2.4.2 Pixie Beam Transducer
In the ENDEVCO PIXIE@ Transducer, Figure 2-3, the
strain gage element is mounted across a slit in a small beam.
De{lections of the beam cause tiis element to change
length. re$lting in a variation in the resistance of the
element in some r€lation to the deflestion, lf a current is
passed through the element, this current is modulated bv
the cfianging resistance. li the deflection is a result of a
force caused by acceleration of the beam and its support,
the change in resistance is proportional to acceleration.

2-4.3 CantileverDesign
Figure 24a illustrates ihe design of a typical piezoiesistive
accelerometer utilizing a cantilever mass. For any axial
acceleration, turo gage elements operate in compression and
two in tension. The stress and change in resistance of the
elements in tension ar€ approximately equal to the stress on
tlle elemenG in compression. All four elements are
connected to form a four-arm balanced bridge as shown in
Figure 24b. Proper elecirical orientation of the gages (as
illustrated) results in an output voltage proponibnal to
applied acceleration.

c '/4 eatP6.tl->

Pi.:or..iniE
Elaharrt

Coger Chd
EPoxy Ba.m

F turo*3::?.,SSRSJSSS^L!.:9r!I.ss' Fig.tre 2-3 Pirio b€.m tr.nducer
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2.4.4 Column Design
An lcEelerometer design permitting the measurement. of
rrry high shock acceleration is illustrated in Figure 2-5. The
$m, itift column has a very high resonance frequenca,
Inowing dre rneasurement ol very short acceleration pulses.
Tho horizontally oriented gaggs not only provide

llmpcrature compensation in the bridge, but also take
rdvantage of' Poisson's Ratio, in that they sense the

.trrnlnerse dimensional change that accompanies a
lor€itudinal nrain. The gages are connested to form a
bur.arm, balanced bridge sirnilar to that shown in Figure
2"tb.

b.

Figure 24 Typical piezoresinive accelerometer

(  Fu ' "

PAltz,
c

+A

:l
Figure 2-5. Column design.
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3.0 PERFORMANCECHARACTERISTICS

3.1 Excitation
Piezoresistive transducers are passive devices and require an
external power supply to provide the necessary current lx
or voltage excitation Ex to operate the ransducer. These
energy sources must be well regulated and stable since they
may inroduc€ sensitivity errors and secondary effects at
the tranducer which will result in error signals at the
output

Traditionally, the excitation has been provided by a battery
or a constant voltage supply. other sources of excitation,
such as constant current supplies of ac excitation
generators, may be used. The sensitivity and temperature
response of a piezoresistive transducer will depend on the
kind of excitation applied. Therefore. it must be op€rated
in a system which providE the silme source of excitation as
used during temperature compensation and calibration of
tre tranducer.

3.2 Sensitivity
The sensitivity of an accelerometer is defined as the ratio of
its eleqtrical output to its mechanical input. Specificalty, in
the case of piezoresistive accelerometers. it is expressed as
voltage per unit of acceleration at the rated excitation.
Units of mv/g are used because ENDEVC@
accelerometers are calibrated and recommended for
operation.at a specified and fixed excitation voltage.

3.2.1 SensitivityCalibntion
Each ENDEVCO@ accelerometer is provided with a
sensitivity calibration as measured by a readout device with
a high input impedance (loading effects are discussed later),
The transducer is operated at rated electrical excitation.
The sensitivity is expressed in millivolts per g and is
numerically equal to rms mV per rms g and peak mV per
peak s.

mV rms mV Deak mV
g rms 9 Feat g

(3-11

3.2.2 Polarity
For many shock and vibration measurements, it is necessary
to know the polarity of the system output signal relative to
the direction of motion of the transducer. To determine
this, the polarity of the accelerometer output and the
input-output phase relationship of the amplifier must be
Known.

Unless otherwise specified, all ENDEVCO@ accelerometers
U$dutt a positive output siEral wlren the tr ansducer is
oriented with its base down and the direction of the
acceleration motion is upward. Polarity of the excitation
voltage must be applied in accordance with the
specitications on individual transducer data sheets.
EN\\F\\\N\ \\\,\,,\i.\rN\ r\.\r$.\rr\ rir'$,,r,\\,\. ir'.N\i.\ \.,'.\
color codes of ted for positive excitation, black for negative
0x0it0tlo[, grcurr l l jr lrosit ivc output siU[ ], | |( l whit0 lor
negat;ve output signal.

t

3.2.3 Loading Effectg
An equivalent circuit of a piezoresistive accelerometer, for
use when considering loading effects and so forth, is shown
below.

R 1

Referring to Figure 3-1:
Ro = output resistance of the brid$, including

cable resistance.

Eo = sensitivity into an infinite load

EOL = loaded output sensitivity

RL = load resistance

Using the equivalent circuit above and the output resistance
supplied on the calibration card, the effest of loading may
be directly calc1llated:

Fl l
EoL = Eo (E;fEr) (3-2t

Because t're resistance of the strain gage elemenB varies
with temperature, output resistanoe must bg measured at
the operating temperature.

3.2.4 Effect of Cable on &nsitivity
Each standard ENDEVC@ strain gage accelerometer. is
supplied with a specified length of cable. When utilizing
long cables in a particular application, tvrro effects must be
noted;

The first effect is the signal aftenuation resultin! from line
resistance. This attenuation may readily be caldlated from
lhe Elation:

EoL = Eo (E;r"*ta)

where the terns are as defined in Sec$on 8,2,3, snd Rgis
tho rosistonc{ o{ orr0 conductor bgtweon transducer and
load.

- l

I

Eo 
Eol

Figue 31. Loading effects,



The second effect is the RC filtering which may be present
in tfie shielded instrument leads. The stray and distributed
capacitances present in the structure and cable of the
acc€lerometer, alone, are such that any filtering effect is
negligible to frequencies well beyond the usable range of
the inslrument However, when long leads are connected
between transducer and readout equipment the frequency
Esponse . at higher frequencies may be significantly
affected.

Figure 92. SimCified circuit with long cable.

Eecause the resistance and capacitance is actually
distributed along the cable, the circuit of Figure 3-2 only
approximates the effect of long wires, lt is suggested that
each 1000 feet of cable be considered as a seoarate BC
network. Terminating a long cable with a load equal to the
characteristic impedance of the cable will usually improve
synem high frequency response. For precise measurements,
line filtering action must be determined experimentally as
part of the system calibration.

3.2.5 Warmup Time
The dc or ac excitation voltage across the piezoresistive
demenG causes a finite curent to flow through each
element The 12 R heating results in an increase in tempera-
ture of the elements slightly above ambient which increases
the resistance of the elements. Differentials in this effect
may cause the output voltage to vary slightly with time
until the temperature is stabilized. lt is, therefore, recom-
mend€d that resistance measuremen8 or vibration data not
be taken until at least one minute after excitation voltage is

. applied to allow the resistanc€ of all elements and tempera-
ture gradien8 to stabilize.

3.3 Frequenry Response

3;3.1 Low Frequency Response
Piezoresistive accelerometdrs are essentially singledegree
of-freedom systems. The use of a direct-current excited
Whedtstone bridge allows the transducer to measure acc€ler-
ations from steady state (dc) to relatively high frequencies.
As the electrical signal generating network is essentially
resistive, the frequency response at the t'ansducer is
unaffected by lead length and signal conditioning equip-
ment impedancbs. As noted previously, care must be taken
in the selection of cable, cable length and signal con-
ditioning equipment.

3.3.2 High Frequency Response
The high frequency response of a piezoresistive
accelerometer is a function of its mechanical characteristics.
A oiezoresistive accelerometer can be reDresented as a

PI EZOR ESISTI VE ACCELEROMETER TNSTR UCTION MANUAI

singledegree-of-freedom springmass system, the respons
of which is shown in Figure *3a as a function c
frequency.

.05.1 2 .5 l lt 2.O
Noah.liz.d Frrqrancy

Figure &3 a
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Figure 33 b

Response of a singledegreeof.freedom spring-mas
transducer when the case is undergoing sinusoida
accelelation.

For the accelerometer, this curve can be considered as
showing the variation in sensitivity of the transducer with
frequency. The response curve Figure 3-3b shows that at
1/5 the resonance frequency, the response of the syst€m is
1.O4. This means that the sensitivitv of the accelerometer is
4% higher at that frequency than at the lower frequencies.
For this reason. the "flat" accelerometer frequency range
should be considered limited to 1/5 the resonance
frequency.

!_
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3.3.3 ResonanceFrequency
The American National Standards Institute defines
resonance frequency as th€ trequencrj/ at which the respons€
(sensitivity) of a transducer is a maximum. The natural
trequency of a single-degre+of-freedom rystem is the
lowest frequency of sinusoidal excitation at which the mass

element in the transducer (and electrical output of an

acceleromsterl lags behind the motion of the housing by a
phase angle of 90". As the excitation frequency is increased
through the natural frequency and beyond, the phas,e angle

contiiues through 90o to 180" and stays at 18Oo tor a
reasonable range of frequencies. For an undamped accelero-

meter (damping ratio f < 0,1), the frequencies of maxi'

mum sensitivity and 90o phase shift are practically the

same. The frequency of maximum response for damped

accelerometers ( f = approximately 0.7) is usually diffi-

cult to measure and, therefore, only the natural frequency
at 90 " phase shift is measured and specified.

Two methods are curently used to determine the reso-

nance frequencY of an undamped piezoresistive acc€lero'

meter, The first method is to drive the accelerometer with

sinusoidal motion through a range of ftequencies to
determine the frequency of maximum response. The

second method is emptoyed when the resonance fre-
quency of the accelerometer is higher than the resonance
frequency of the shaker and reference accelerometer. A

short duration half-sine shock pulse is applied to the

transducer, The resultant "ringing" can be used to deter'
mine the natural frequencl. ln some accelerometers more
than one frequency may be excited simultaneously. ln
that case, the second method would be inconclusive.

3.4 Phase Shift
In an accelerometer, phase shift is delined as the time delay
between the mechanical input and the resulting electrical
output signal. All vib6tion encountered in practice is

complex and, like shock, is composed of a number of
ftequencies superimposed in a specific way. lf transducer
time delay is not zero or linear with frequenc'y, the Yarious
ftequency components will be shifted relative to one
another and the resultant electrical output will be a
distortion of the mechanical input

To avoid distortion, transducer phase shift (over the

useful frequency range) must be either constant (Oo or
180") or be linear with frequency. A piezoresistive accel-
erometer, with virtually no damping. has 0" phase shift to
very near its resonance frequency, which is well beyond
its useful frequency range. Although linear phase shift can
be attain€d with a damping ratio of about 0.7, damping
usually varies with temperature, resulting in a small
amount of distortion for any but ambient temperature
use. See Figure 4.3.

3.5 Dynamic Range and Linearity
The dynamic range (full scale) of an accelerometer is
specified as the upper and lower limits of acceleration
over which the accelerometer is intended to measure. The
sensitivity oJ a accelerometer remains essentially constant
over its operating range.

o

Although a piezoresistive accelerometer is theoretically
linear down to zero g. a practical lower limit b impos€d
by the noise level ot matching elestronics. For very low
vibration levels, an acceleromEter having a high sensitivity
should be selected to improve the signal.to'noise ratio.
The maximum limits of lange are established as a fraction
of the maximum acceleration level that the unit will
whhstand without damage.

Amplitude linearity (or amplitude distortion) is the varia'
tion in accelerometer sensitivity with input amplitude at a
given frequency. The tinearity of most Endevco@ piezo- .
resistive accelerometers is specified as the maximum devia-
tion of sensitivity over their rated range expressed as a .
percentage of reading (ANSI 52.11-1969!. The effect of
hysteresis is small and 

'E not easily separated from

linearity and, therefore, the two eflects are combined into
one characteristic specitication.

In accordance with ISA Standatd 537.1 (1969), the
linearity of a tranducer i3 the closeness of its calibration
curve of output versus input to a specified straight line.
The linearity of some Endevco acceleromsters is specified
as tfie maximum deviation of the calibration curve from a
straight line benneen the outputs at the upp€r and lovt €r
limits of their range {end points). ln thii case the linearity
is expressed in terms of percentage of full scale (end
points of the range).

In addition to the linearity specification, Endevco@ accel-
erometeG ara| given environmental "acceleration limits" of.
maximum allowable vibration and shock input. These
limits should not be exceeded since damage will most
likely result from overranging.

ln accelerometers designed for high shock motions, the
rnoving element can be designed so that ex@ssive stresses
are avoided even at the highest shock motions normallv
encountered. Howarer, for high sensitivity piezoresistive
accelerometers designed for use at moderately low
accelerations, the stresses are minimized by having patented
builtin stops. These stops limit the motion of the mass
element to deflections and stresses corresponding to
accelerations slightly greater than the rated range of the
transducer.

CAUTION: Although they are rugged instruments, accelero-
meters must be protect€d from extreme acceler-
ations. An acceleration that a(ceeds the acceler-
ometer's specified e/,vr?onmental limit is almost
certain to damage the accelerometer. Excessive
accelerations and physical damage may occui
when an accelerometer is dropped accidentally
to a hard surface. Tests at Endevco have shown
that acc€leratiom of 3000 to 5000 g will result
from a freefall drop of 3 to 4 feet to a typical
laboratory floor, and 1000 g for a short drop to
a hard bench too.

t
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Overranging is a common cause of breakage.
When lhe high frequencjt response of the
associated instrumentation is limited, a narrow,
high lev€l shock pulse may not be obsewed or
recorded. Thus an accelerometer may be sub-
iested to damaging shock while readout equip-
ment - due to its limited f(equency response -

indicates an inaccurate lower magnitude ol
acc€leration.

3,6 Input and Output Resistance
The input and output resistances of piezoresistive accel-
erometers are specified on the individual data sheets, For
an equalarm four-element Wheatstone bridg€, the input
and output impedances'are equal. However, temperature
compensating and zero balance resistors may be internally
conneccd in series with tle sensing elements. These
additional resistors will usually result in slightly differinq
input and output resistance. Many of the fuu-bridge
transduceh havi series resistors for thermal sensitivity
compengtion located extemal to the bridqe so that input
r6idance is about 1.5 times the output value.

3.7 TransrerseSensitivity

For any piezoresistive accelerometer there exists one axis
which provides maximum response for an input acc€ler'

ation. The eleetrical output along this aiis for a 1 g input is

Omax, the maximum aensitivity. The sensitivity O, atong
any other axis (inclined at an angle 0 from the axis of

Q6311 is Omax cos 0. In a perfect transduc€r, the venical
(y axis in Figure 341 axis and the axis of Omax would
coincide. In prastical accelerometers, due to manufactuting
tolerances and system gage element variations, they do not'
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As a result, these transducers characteristically exhibit a
basic sensitivity of Od = Omax cos d and a (maximum)
transverse output of OT = Ox = O6s1 sin 0. Maximum
transverse sensitivity is expressed as a percentage of the
basic sensitivity and thus is defined as;

For motion in the transverse (xz) plane along any olfier
axis (inclined at an angle { from the X axis} the
tranwerse sensitivity is a1 = qt cos 0. Thus, a more
general expression becomes:

Maximum Transverse Sensitivity =

f f "  
roo=tanOxloo%

Transvers€ Sensitivity =

SL x loo = tano cos 0x 100%
ud

{341

(3-5)

t
I

A

Equation 3-5 is plotted in Figure 35.

In most ENDEVCO@ accelerometers, the transverse sen-
sitivity Ot varies from a maximum of 3% to a minimum ol
nearly zero {See Figure }5). Some models are available
with a maximum transverse sensitivity of 2% or even 196 on
special order. See individual data sheets on specific models.

A typical transverse sensitivity plot is shown in Figure 3-5,
below.

Figure 35. Plot of accelerometer output, €xprc5s€d as a
percentage of axial ensitivity, as a funstion of the direction
of transr€rse motion in the plane ol the bas€ of the
accel€rometer.

Figure &4. Transrerse sensitivity of a piezoresistive acceler'
ometer: O0 is the basic tranducer sensitivity and O1/Og is
lhs lransiyere sensitivity, usually expressed as a percentag€.

7I
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3.8 Zoro,MeasurandOutput
(Zero Balance)

Although the resistance elements in the bridge of a
piezoresistive accelerometer are closely matched during
manufacture. slight differences in resistance will exist. The
differences result in a small offset or residual dc voltage at
the output of ihe bridge. This residual voltage is called Zero
Measurand Output. Circuitry within associated signal con-
ditioning instruments may provide compensation or adiust-
ment of the electrical zero. A suggested circuit is shown in
Figure 5-6.

Zero Measurand Output is expressed in millivolts at the
output of the transducer under room conditions with full
rated excitation but no motion applied to the acceler-
ometer.

4.0 NON.VIBRATIONENVIRONMENTS

4.1 Temperature
The operating and environmental temperature ranges for
piezoresistive accelerometers are soecified on individual
data shee8. The environmental range indicates the limits
within which the transducer will not be damaged. The
operating range indicates the limits within which the
tranducer will operate witti predictable characteristics or
for which the transducer has been compensated.

4.1.1 Thermal Sensitivity Shift
The sensitivity of a piezoresistive accelerometer varies as a
function of lemperature. This change in the sensitivity is
caused by chang€s in resistance, modulus of elasticity and
piezoresistive coefficient of the sensing elements. The
sensitivhy deviations are optimized by installing compen-
sating resistors in the bridge circuit within the accelero-
meler.

Fiqure tl-1 shows the typical temperature response of a
piezoresistive accelerometer. Note that over a relatively
wide range of temperature, the change of sensitivity with
temperature is small. Only at the extreme temperatures is
there any significant change in sensitivity.

3.9 Insulation
The case of the accelerometer acts as a mechanical and
electrical shield for the sensing elements. lt is normallv
electrically insulated fiom the elements but connected to
the shield of the cable. lf the case is grounded at the
structure, the shield of the connecting cable may be left
floating. When connecting the cable shield at the end away
from the tranducer, care must be taken to prevent ground
loops.

3.10 Strain Sensitivity
The strain sensitivity of piezoresistive accelerometers is very
small and may be disregarded in almost all applications. The
magnhude of the output due to base or case strain is
usually less than the normal noise level of the transducer
and assoeiated electronics.

. 4.1.2 Thermal Zero Shift
Because of small difterences in resistance change of the
sensing elements as a funqtion of temperature, the bridge
may become slightly unbalanced when subiected to tem-
perature changes. This unbalance produces changes in the
dc voltage output of the bridg€, Transducers are com.
pensated during manufacture to minimize the change in dc
voltage output {zero balance) of the accelerometer with
tempeEture. Adiustment of extemal balancing circuitry
should not be necessary in mo6t applications.

4.1.3 Damping
The frequenc,y response characteristics of piezoresistive
accelerometer3 having damping near zero are similar to that
obtained with piezo€lectric a@elerometers. Viscous damtr
ing is provided in accelerometers having relatively low
resonance frequencies to increase the useful high frequency
range of the acc€lerometer and.to reduce the output at
resonance. This damping is usually 0.7 nominat of critical
damping at room temperature, With damping, the sen-
sitivity of the ac€elerometer is'Tlat" to at least l/3 of its
resonance frequency.
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The piezoresistive acc€lerometer using viscous damping is
intended for use in a limited temperature range, usually O"F
to +2OOoF. At the high temperatures the viscosity of the oil
decreases, r$ulting in low damping; and at low tempera-
tures the viscosity increases, which causes high damping.
Accordingly, the frequency response characteristics change
as a funetion of temperature, as illustrated in Figure 4-3, in
accordance with the relationsttip.

(4-1)

Where:

P=ffin Frequency Ratio

I = c/cc Damping Ratio

The frequency response of a piezoresistive accelerometer
with oil damping is shown in Figure 4.3 below.

At 2OOoF the dampirig is near 0.2; and at 75"F the damping
is about 0.7, For acceleromsters using oil damping, it is
desirable to perform frequenq/ response calibrations
throughout the operating temperature range if the acceler-
ometer is normally used at temperature extremes.

As the damping ratio varies with temperature, the phase
angle between the applied acceleration and electrical output
will vary in accordance with the qJrves in Figure 44. Note
that with 0.7 damping ratio the phase angle varies linearly
with trequency, a desirable characteristic in shock acceler-
ometers. Low air damping (l = 0.01 ro 0.051 is provided in
some ENDEVCO@ accelerometers only to timit the max-
imum resonance amplitude.

Froqumcy Ratio _ t/tn

Figura 4-3. Flequency respoBe ENDEVCO@ model 2262
accelero meter.
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4.2 Sealing
All ENDEVCO@ accelerometers are sealed and will ops131
under normal conditions of humidity, salt spray, sand, dusl
and altitude. An epoxy seal has proven satisfastory fo
most environments. A true hermetic seal involves sealino b,
either fusion of glass to metal, welding, or soldering.

4.3 Acoustic Response
ENDEVCO@ piezoresistive accelerometers exhibit negli
gible output under high acoustic pressure fietds. There ir,
no direct mecFnical connections from the acc€leromete
case wall to the sensing elements. The accelerometer itsel
may respond mechanically to acoustically induced acceler
ation. lt will respond to the pressure induced motion of th(
structure on which it is mount€d. The resonance frequencl
(fn) of the accelerometer must be at least three times thr
highest acoustic frequenc\t expected.

4.4 RF and Magnetic Fields
Normally encountered magnetic and RF fields have neg
ligible effest on the piezoresistive strain $ge elements
However, adequate isolation must be provided agains.
ground loops and stray signal pickup. The Model 29g6E
Insulated Mounting Stud can be used for elestrical isolatior
of the accelerometer case from ground. High intensity RF
or magnetic tields may require special shietding of tlr(
accelerometer, cable, and amplifier.

When a ttansducer and its connecting wires are subiected tc
an intense magnetic field, such as the field of a nucleal
blast, the transient error signal generated in the transducel
and wires can be minimized by using a dual, opposed
constant curent power supply. Induced currents or volt.
ages in such a system tend to cancel at the fansducer
resulting only in small error signals at the output- Thc
transducers must be specifically designed and built for thi!
application. S€e Endevco Technical Paper No. 236.1 A
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4.5 Nuclear Radiation
Complete information about the feaction of Piezit@
elemen8 to nuclear radiation is not yet available. The bulk
silicon elements P-9 and P.l1 utilized in standard
ENDEVCO@ piezoresistive transducers, have a relatively
high resistivity, lt is expected that these elemenG would
show considerable change in resistance in a high fluence
nuclear field.

Some accelerometers are sp€cifically designed for opera-
tion in a nuclear field, with no organic materials or heavy
elements used in their construstion. These acqeleromecrs
have been opeEted in nuclear radiation flux as high as
10rs neutrons/cmz without deterioration. lt has also
been reported that some ac@lerometers have been sub.
iested to as high as 10E ergs/gram (Cl of gamma radiation
without damage.

The ENDEVCO@ Model 2266 Series of piezoresistive
a@elerometers with Piezite@ P.12 elements are small

5.0 APPLICATIONINFORMAT]ON

5.1 ConnectionDiagrams
ENDEVCO@ piezoresistive accelerometers are supplied
with several different circuit configurations. Some of these
are illustrated below.

light reight accelerometers sp€citically designed for nuclear
applications, They are available in a wide range of acceler-
ation ranges. These .are normally half-bridge transducers
with bridge completion resistors located externally, in the
signal conditioning equipment Suffix letters on this series
identify specitic useful characteristiG.

Suffix O - Oil damped tranducer
Suf f ix  R -  Br idge complet ion res is tors

mounted in tranducer case.
Suffix Z - Zero output, no acceleiation out-

put, used as dummy.

lnquiries are invited on transducers for specific nuclear
applications. A complete description of dre operating
environment and test requirements shoutd be firwarded to
Endevco for review,
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5.2 MountingTechniques

For an accelerometer to generate accurate and useful data.
it musl be Woperly coupled to . the equipment under
investigation. The method of attachment must not intro-
duce any distortion. This requires that the acc€lerometer
mounting be rigid over the frequencr/ ranqe of interest, In
practice, many mounting methods are suitable for a wide
variety of applications and depend on the practical require-
ments of the test svstem. For assistance in unusual
situations, contact our Marketing Department.

A solid stud is the best means for mounting an accelero-
meter operating over its rated range of temperature.
Cementing techniques will provide the same frequency
response at room temperature as a solid stud. For other
methods, the effect on an accelerometer is to reduc€ the
mounted resonance frequency.

Attempts to use a piezoresistive accelerometer as a hand-
held "probe" will result in severely limited accuracy.
Indications obtained in tfiis way should be understood to
be only approximate and are limited to low frequencies.

5.2.1 Standard Stud Mounting
When possible, the best method is to mount the acc€lero-
meter with a stud (Model 2981-3 furnished with most
accelerometeB) so that the entire base of the accelerometer
is in good contact with the test obiect. Care should be
taken to ensurc a flush mate to a smooth flat surface. The
mounting hole must be at a right angle to the surface, Use
16 to 20 inch.pounds mounting torque for 1G32 studs. For
other thread sizes, use the recommended mounting torque,
strown on the transducer data sheet. Ordinary machine
screws are to be avoided since without a flange or shoulder,
it is posible to "bottom". the screw in the acc€lerometer,
thereby changing its dynamic response.

It is r€commended that the mounting surface and tapped
hole conform to the following specifications. These are
considered to be easily achieved by following good machine
shop techniques:
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fixtures, a small amount of lubricating oil may be apptied if
this appears necessary, To prevent this with aluminum
fixtures, tfie up of a lhread lubricating, anti€eizing
compound is recommended. This compound should be
applied to the internal threads of the test fixture or the
external threads of the stud, prior to mounting. lt $ould
be in contact with the threads only and not the mounting
surface. This will dnsure that the compound, which is
sometimB gritty, does not adversely affect the high
frequency response.

5.2.2 lnsulated Mounting Studs
llnsulated (€lectrically isolated) mounting studs available

\only from Endwco (U.S. Patent 2,972,0061, provide

\insulation of the accelerometer case from structure ground.

land they are particularly useful in preventing ground loops.

IENDEVCO@ insulated mounting studs are well proven and
Should be used when the accelerometer case and cable
$ield are connected to the power supply or instrumen-
btion ground.

5.2.3 Cement Mounting
A series of cementing studs is available which permits
accelerometer attachment to surfaces that cannot be drilled
and tapped to accept normal, threaded studs. Use of these
studs rather than cementing the $ansducer directly to the
1€st specimen will prevent contaminating accelerometer
rKrunting threads with adliesive. Femoval of the accelero-
meter will also be facilitated.

I Cements commonly used include Eastman 910 (Eastman-

] Kodak Company, Rodrester, N.Y.l and Epon 828 (Shetl

I Chemical Corporation, New York). Dental crments such as
IGrip {L.D. Caulk Company, Milford, Delawarel are useful'when 

the mounting surface is irregular or when the
tranducer will be subiected to high humidity or immersion.
Efficiency of this technique depends entirely on the
adhesive used; thorough evaluation is r€commended tor lfte
individual application.

JAdhesive material must not be scraped or sanded off the
laccelerometer. Rough mounting surfaces can result in poor

lfrequency response and/or an increase in transverse sensi-
Itivity. Appropriate solvents should be used to remove all
traces of the adhesive. A popular solvent for Eastman 91O is
N, N.Dimethylformamide which must be used with caution.
See Tech Data No. 4504.

When an accelerometer is mounted to a structure by means
of pressure sensitive double-backed tape, its effective
mounted Esonance frequency will be lower fian the
resonance frequency determined with a solid mounting
stud, lt is recommended that such a mounting method be
evaluated, panicularly for measurement of vibration over a
range greater dran a few hundred hertz.

5.2.4 Fixtures
Fixtures may be used for either {1) mounting transducers
to a test specimen, or (2) mounting a specimen to some
source of input energy, such as a vibration shaker. Triaxial

For all studs, the use of a drop of light oil between the
mating surfaces is recommended when frequencies are
above 5000 Hz or shock durations are correspondingly
short.

Binding, seizing, or galling of a mounting stud within a test
fixture's internal thread may cause some difficulty in
r€moving the stud from th€ fixture. In the case of steel test

.0003" Tl

{

Surface Flatness:

Surface Roughness:

Perpendicularity of
Hole:

Tap Class:
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mounting blocks, for example, are available to attach three

accelerometers fot measuring motion in each of lhree
mutually perpendifllar axes. In either case, the fixture, to
be sueessful, must transmit the motion without distonion.
In vibration tening, for example, fixtures originally de-
signed for testing at low frequencies are improperly used
for certain programs involving high frequencies. Many
fixtures have resonance points which are below 2 kHz with
high resonance amplitud€s. This may result in severe
under€r over-testing, with @nsequent high component
failure rates or overdesign.

In order to properly design a fixture, the exact nature of its
use must be known - frequency range, g level and, of

course, the mechanical specifications of the test obiect.
lndividual fixtures should be designed for each component
or instrument to be tested above 500 Hz. A fixture that
introduc€s spurious response into the test is not satis-
factory. However, since it is impossible to design the ideal
fixture, it is mandatory that its exact characteristics be
known beJore it is put to use. Not only must the fixture be

carefully designed, but it musl be tested and the vibration
plotted at several points on the fixture. The more complex
the struqture, the more points to plot.

5.2.5 Effects of Mounting
In some instances, the very act oJ performing a measure'
ment afJests the structure being measured and thus changes
*re nature of the data obGined. With piezoresistive

accelerometers. this may ocslr for two reasons: (1) the
fixture required to couple the acc€lerometer to a somewhat
flexible structure may introduce local stiffening which
changes structural response; and {2) the added mass ot the
transducer may change the system characteristics. Effects
due to either. Gtuse can be reduced or eliminated by
choosing an accelerometer as small and light as possible.
ENDEVCO@ Microminiature Accelerometers weigh only a
iew grams and are srtnall enough to approach point loading
in many cases.

For a simple spring-mass structure, the effect of adding a
transduc€r is to reduce the system's resonance frequency.
This amount of reduction can be calculated from the
following equation:

/ \
arn = rn ( t  -  *)  (5-1)

\  
t " a +  m /

Where: fn = natural frequenry of the strusture

meters which have nea y zero internal damping, the
apparent weight (and mechanical impedance) of the acceler.
orneter is constant at all frequencies from zero up to
approximately 0.9 tim6 its resonance frequency and must
be equal in value to iG physical weight Within this range,
the effect of the accelerometer on the structu.e motion is
qiven by:

Where:

, , ,s
6 r - d ^ - = -'  -  f l s +  w t

ar = resultant acceleration

(s-2). - i
.l

i : '
: ' l

A fn = drange in natural frequency

m = strugture mass

ma = added mass of the accelerometer

A general approach to loading effects is based on mechan-
ical impedance* considerations. For piezoresistive accelero-

ao = acceleratioo without ac@lerometet
attached

wt = weight of accelerometer

ms = apparent weight of stucture

This statement ol Nofton's Th&rem indi(jltes that mount'
ing an accelerometer will change the motion of a structure,
particularly at resonance, if the apparent weight of the
structure is not large compared to the total weight of the
accelerometer. For most applications, the effecl of the
accelerometer on the structule motion is not significant.

5.3 Cables
The cable whici connecB a transducer to its matching
electronics is an important part of the over-all measurement
system. lt muit transmit the transducer signal to the
associated signal conditioning equipment without distortion
or introduction of noise. Cable must also not affect
transducer or test specimen characteristiG, Good trans-
duc€r cables are as small, liqht and flexible as possible,
considering their specific intended application. Stiff or
massive cables can severely diston normal response. parti
cularly with light, flexible specimens.

Mechanical impedance (Z) of a structure is defined as
the force (F) applied to a point on the strueture divided
by the vetocity (Vl which results from the applied force.
The defining equation is: Z =+

All terms arc vectors and the phase angle between the
applied force and resultant velocity must also be known
to completely define the impedance of that point in the
gtrugture.

In actual measurement of mechanical impedance, it is
frequently more convenient to measure resultant acceler.
ation, rather than velocity. When force and acceleration
are known, the equation F = ma applies, from which is
derived tfie defining equation: F-=t

When acceleration is measured in units of g's, m
represents apparent weight. lf acceleration is measured
in terms of basic units (cm/sec2, in./sec2, etc.), m is
apparent mass.

- , .
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Each ENDEVCO@ accelerometer is supplied with an
integral multiconductor cable or a cable assembly with a
connector. The length and type of cable is specified on the
individual accelerometer data sheet. Alternate lengths of
cable may be ordered .by giving the basic cable model
number followed by a dash number indicating the length in
indres. For example, 30224-36 is a 30224 Cable Assemblv
(see below) 36 inches in length.

The 30224 Cable Assembly includes a four-conductor,
shielded cable with a silicone rubber iacket designed for
high flexibility. Individual wires are color.coded in accord-
ance with ISA recommended practices. The connector is a
six-contact, female plug, Cable only may be ordered under
ENDEVCO@ Pan No. 12334.

The 3023A Cable Assembly includes a six-conductor,
shielded cable with a silicone rubber jacket designed for
high flexibility. Individual wires are color-coded in accord-
ance with ISA recommended practices. The connestor is a
six-contact female plug. Cable only may be ordered under
ENDEVCO@ Part No. 13075.

Color Code

Pinl orA + Excitation
P i n 2 o r B  +  O u t p u t
P in3orC -  Outpu t
P in4orD -  Exc i ta t ion
Pin 5 or E Shunt Calibrate
Pin 6 or F Shunt Calibrate

- Connector Shell
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Many applications do not require dc information but do
require frequency response down to 112 or 1/10 Hz. The
solution suggested is a high pass filter into the electronic
rystem so that the dc thermal phenomena is rejeeted but
the low frequency vibration signal is preserved. The method
used is a simple high pass RC filter with a cutoff frequencv
(3 dB down) of:

1
1"=66 (5'3)

Where:

R = Shunt Resistance
C = Series CaDacitor

When an amplifier cannot tolerate a high resistance on the
input, the filter can be connected to the output of the
amplifier using a suitable value of shunt resistance. The
input resistanc€ of the eleqtronic equipment following the
amplifier must be included in the calculation of the
resistance.

5.5 Balancing Zero Measurand Output
Compensation or adiunrnent of the unbalanced output of a
transducer {Zero Measurand Output} can easily be perform-
ed in the signal conditioning equipment. For a full-bridge
transducer the balance potentiometer Bb is connected
across lhe excitation terminals and a current limiting
resistor connected between the wiper arm of the potentic
meter and the bridge as shorrun in Figure 5-6a. For a
half-bridge transducer a small, typically 100 ohm, balance
potentiometer is connected between the bridge completion
arms.

Red
Green
White
Black
White-Red
WhiteGreen
Shield

To connect a 3O22A or 30234 Cable Assembly to a
transducer, line up the white dots on the cable and
transducer connectors, push in the cable connector, then
tighten the nut,

Although fairly ruqged, these cables should be handled with
care; they can be damaged if misused. They should not be
itepped on, kinked, knotted, etc. When attaching (and
detachingl cables, care must be taken not to bend the pins
of the transducer connector. Cable connectors should be
saL'urely tightened, with careful use of pliers, if necessary,
to prevent loosening during operation at high frequencies,

When possible, the cable shoutd be tied down within two to
three inches of the transducer connector, Long, unsupport-
ed length of cable may load the test specimen and lead to
cable damage. Good housekeeping should be observed;
excess cable should be neatly coil€d and tied down. ln
humid applications, it is good practice to provide a drip
loop at the accelerometer. lt may also be advisable to seal
the cable connector to prevent moisture from entering the
cable assembly. lf the connector insulation has become
damp (or otherwise contaminated), it should be wiped dry
with alcohol or a dry, clean cloth.

5.4 Filtering Out Thermal Zero Drift
Many piezoresistive transducers have enough signal to be
uied at on+tenth or less of rated range. The limiting Jactor
is the zero drift with temperature which becomes signifi-
cant when operating at a small fraction of full range. This
temperature shift is, in most cases, essentially a dc
onenomenon.

Er
lal zaro Ms6surand Output

N.lwork tor a tull{ridg€
taansductar

lbl Zero Mqasurand Output
Notwork fo. a hrll-bridg.
transd{cet

Rg
Salance
Pot
20,oooo
typical

10('I2
tpical

Figurc 5-5. High pass filter.

Figure 5-6.
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6.0 ELECTRONICS

6.1 DC Power Supplies
Most ENDEVCO@ piezoresistive transducers require a

constant voltage supply for excitation. A constant current

supply is not lecommended unless the transducer is

sp€cifically designed or compensated for operation in this

mode. Because the typical two'element or four€lement

accelerometer may not be perfectly balanced or matched,

variations in o(citation voltage or current, including ripple,

will resutt in an error output signal. lt is necessary,

therefore, that a stable and well-regulated power supply be

employed.

A number of important characteristics must be considered
in the selection ol a suitable power supply' Among these

are:

tion over their full range of operation' Piezoresistive

accelerometers must be specifically designed fot operation

with oonstant cuffent systems'

6,3 External Sensing
The voltage drop along long lines between a constant
voltage supply and transducer resulG in a reduced and

sometimes unpredictable voltag€ at the transducer' Erroc

and spurious signals may appear at the transducer output
due to variations in the resistance of these lines due to.

temperature cnanges.

Many constant voltage supplies provide for extbrnal voltage

sensiirg leads which connect directly to the transducer,
indeDendent of the power or excitation leads. Lot, current
in the sensing leads reduces the voltage drop along these
lines and the effects of changes in resistance. Thus, the
voltage across the traqsducer is maintained constant and
independent of resistance and current variations in the
oower leads.

6.4 AC Excitation
ENDEVCO@ piezoresittive tranducets may be excited with
an ac carrier signal. The amplitude of the signal must b€
stable and the frequency should be five to ten times the
maximum frequency of interest' ENDEVCO@ piezoresistive
transducers mav be operated with up to 150% rated
excitation vohage. With sinusoidal excitstion voltages, the
peak carrier signal will almost reach this limit. The.efor€. it
is recommended that the rms value of the carrier voltage be
limited to the dc rated excitation voltage or less.

There exists a possibility of capacitive imb3lanc€ with any
piezoresistive tranducer, ard this imbalance is no worse
than any other resistive transducei. Also, because the
individual elements may not be linear witr excitation
yoltage, it is recommended that a physical calibration be
oerformed at the carrier frequencny and voltage at which the
transducer will be used.

6.5 SigrialConditioning
Signal conditioning equipment provides the advantages of
combining a stable and isolated constant voltage or con-
stant current power supply with the necessary controls to
"condition" the signal lrom the piezoresistive transducer.
These instruments usually feature plug-in mode cards which
establish a specific mode of operation and calibration for a
specified type of tranlducer.

Controls are usually available to perform:

Selection of Constant Volbge or Constant
Current Op€ration.
Bridge Zero Balance.
Excitation Adiustment
Multipoint, Bipolar Calibration.
Zero Calibration.
Local Monitoring of Excitaiion and Data
Signals.

a. Line Regulation
b. Load Regulation
c. Ripple and Noise

d. TemperatureStability
e. Time Stabil ity
f. DC lsolation

In most applications, the output of the transducer is
grounded at the readout instrument. This requires that the
power supply be well insulated from ground. Not only must
the power supply be well insulated to prevent dc leakage
currents from flowing through the transducer' but in

addition the ac coupling to ground and the power line must
be minimized to prarent line transients and dynamic
ground loops from gene.ating error signals.

ENDEVCO@ manufactures a series of instrument power

supplies and signal corditioners. The characteristics of these

instruments are optimized to. meet the exacting require-

ments of strain gage or piezoresistive transduceE. See the

list of ENDEVCO@ power supplies and signal conditioners
in the Signal Conditioner Section of your ENDEVCO
Catatog. For specific recommendations on ENDEVCO@
equipment feel free to call on the Endevco Field Engineer
or representative in Your area.

6,2 Constant Current Power Supplies
In many applications, the effects oi long line resistance
and/or extraneous inputs are not negligible. The resistance
of a tong line will change with temperature, and the voltage
drop along th€ line will vary as the tranducer resistance or
load changes. For these applications, constant curr€nt
excitation provid€s an output that is less dependent on
these effeqts than is voltage excitation. In addition, current
excited bridges are more linear than voltage excited bridges
when the perc€nt variation of bridge resistance is relatively
large.

The bridge output tends to be proportional on absolute
resistance variation when the excitation source is current,
and proponional to a unit resistanc€ variation when the
excitation is voltage, Thus, resistanc€ gages or transducers
whidr are to be us€d in a @nstent aifrent system must be
comoensated and calibrated with consbnt current excita-
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g. Remote Control, to duplicate local calibration
operations.

6.6 Amplifiers
In most applications, the output signal from a piezoresistive

accelerometer is large enough to require no amplification.
Howwer, amplifiers are sometimes necessary to provide

gain, to match impedances, or to drive recording galvano-

meters.

The input impedance of an amplifier should be significantly
larger than the output resistance ol the connected trans-

ducer. See Section 3.2.3 for a discussion of the effest of

load r€sistance on the sensitivity of a transducer. Single'

ended inputs are most commonly used; however, differ'
ential input amptiliers may be required for special applica'
tions requiring isolation of both sides of the input signal.
Diff€rential amplifiers provide high common mode reiec-
tion which is required when the transducer is excited with a
grounded power suppty, one power supply provides excita'
tion for a number of transducers, or external electrostatic
or magnetic fields produce error signals at the input of the

amplifier,

The frequency response of the amplifier must be adequate
for the rang€ of frequencies expected in the acceleration of

strod( input and the noise level should be well below the
lon'est signal to be measurd. Other important ctraracter'
istics to be considered in the seleetion of an amplitier are:
gain accuracr and stability, zero stability' and the effect of

temperature on gBin and zero.

6.7 Systems
6.7'1 Ground LooPs

tn addition to the characteristics of each component of the

m€asurement system, the oileration of the system as a

whole must be considered. One particularly imponant

svstem consideration is prevention of ground loops' This

Transduc€r
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problem can occ{r when the common connection (or signal
return) in the system is grounded at more than one point.
Differences in earth potential up to several volts may exist
between various grounding points, This potential difference
can produce circulating ground currents which result in
noise and hum in the measuring system.

The onty method of prev€nting ground loops is to ensure
that the entire system is grounded at a single point. ln
general. the most satisfactory System ground point is at the
readout input (Figure 6-1). (When several channels of data
are being simultaneously fud to the same recorder, it is
mandatory.l This requires that accelerometer, power supply
andamplifierb€ insulated from ground. In Figure 6'1, signal
ground is connected to earth at only one point, at the
readout.
The sensing elements of all ENDEVCO@ piezoresistive

accelerometers are insulated trom the mounting case.
Grounding of the accelerometer case. connector shell and
cable shield to the test structure protects the sensing
elements and wires lrom external electrical fields' The cable
shield should not be connected to the power supply or
el€ctronics ground. lf the case is not grourded to the test
structure, it should be connected to a nearby and conven-
ient earth ground.

Matching etectroniG in which lhe case is tied to circuit
ground can be satiifacto.ily isolated by w.apping wilh
insulating mate.ial {€lectrical tape, etc.) or by simply
placing it on paper oI. cardboard. (ln severe environmqnts'

the amplifier can be wrapped with sponge rubber')

lf amplifier output cables are uniacketed, care must be

taken that any exposed shields or connectors do not

become inadvertently grounded ahead of the recorder

input.

Powetr SUPPIY

e Ground

Figure G1. Ground loop potentials in a typical piezo'

lesistive acceletometer installation.
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6.7.2 Long Lines
When long cables conneqt a power supply to a pR
accelerometer, the voltage drop along the wires teduces the
o(citation voltage at the ransducer. This condition can be
ad.iuded by increasing the voltage at the power supply until
the voltage at the transducer is at rated excitation.

To improve control of excitation voltage at the transducer,
select a power supply with external sensing leads, Run
separate sensing wires to the transducer and the oower
supply will maintain the desired voltage regardles of

7.O SHOCK TESTING

Sp€cial problems are encountered in shock testing which
place stringent requir€ments on the measuring system.

Some of th6e Droblems are:

a. High g levels
b. Wide frequency content of pulses
c. Transientcharacteristicsof instrumentation

As a result, each part of the shock instrumentation system
should be evaluated and selected for:

a. Adequate linea. dynamic range (including
safety factor)

b, Adequate linear frequency response over a wide
range

c, Ability to respond to transient inputs
d. Negligible phase shift errors over the frequency

range of interest

7.1 Dynamic Range
The accelerometer should be selected for its ability to meet
the l inear dynamic range required. All ENDEVCO@ ac€el-
erometers are rated for both linear dynamic range and for
maximum dynamic input without damage (the environ-
mental acceleration limit). See Section 3.S. Care should be
taken that the signal output does not overload the
associated elestronics.

For an accelerometer oi known sensitivity and a given
shock input, the signal which the amplif ier must handle can
be computed. The gain of the related amplifier must be
@nstant over the entire dynamic range of the input signal
and be adequate to provide full scale output for the
expected input.

7.2 Low Frequenqy Response
Inadequate low frequency response in the measutement
system will result in failure to accurately reproduce the
shock pulse. Piezoresistive accelerometers respond to steadv

l o

changes in the resistance of the power wires.

Another important factor relates to the effect of temp€ra-
ture on the accelerometer, Typically, a four_arm piezo
resistive tranducer changes input resistance at ratej t"rn.
perature extremes as much as plus and minus SO% from
that at room temp€raturd, This change results in a relativelv
large change in input current, and a proponional change in
por,i,,er line voltage drop. With external sensing wires, the
power supply mntrols and maintains the voltage at the
transducer at a constant level.

state or zero frequenc-y _motion. When they are connested
to dc amplifiers or dc readout insttuments, there is no limit
to the duration of a shock pulse.

When ac amplifiers or other equipmerit with timited low
{requency response are connected in a system, the shock
pulse wave shape will not be maintained. The nature of this
inaccrracy can be seen by examining the effect on a
rectangular pulse of duiation T and amplitude A apptied to
th€ input of a signal conditioner which does not respond to
dc (deady state) signals.

lf this transient is passed through an ac system with first
order low frequency response', the resultant output will be
as shown in Figure 7-1, The output does not remain at the
peak value for the full pulse duration, but decays exponent
ially. The output amplitude at any insbnt (during the
pulse) can be expressed as:

a=Ae-TT 17.1)

where RC is th? system time constant, At the t€rmination
of the pulse, the output does not return to zero, but
overshoots in a negative direction. Recovery from this
"undershoot" occurs at the $me exponential rate as drooD.

Figure 7-1. Response of a system with first order low
frggyenw response to a rectangular pulse. 0nput pulse is
solid line, dashed line shows system response.t
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The ratio of total pulse height to droop is a function of the
Ela

ratio +. The larger this ratio, the less error (and the
t -

le$ undershoot). For example, if this ratio is 20, there will
be an approximately 5Vo error in the rectangular pulse
amplitude; if the ratio is 50, there will be only a 2!" error.

Although slightly more complex to analyze, it can be
shown that similar low frequency effects oclur for other

p{tse shapes. It the requirement for adequate $ is

not satisfied, it is possible to predict the degree of error for
these pulses and apply appropriate correction factors to the
data obtained.

r A first order system has the same low Jrequency
response as a single resistor-capacitor high pass filter
whose time constant in seconds is equal to RC (ohms x
faradsl. Suclr a system exhibits a low frequency rolloff
at 6 db/octave. lt is 3 dB down at a frequency equal to

1 - 3

7;;6' 
and 5% do$rn at a frequency of 

t;FE 
.

7.3 High Frequenry Response
Consider again a r€stangular pulse of dutation T and
amplitude A. If this transient is passed through a system
wittr first order high frequency response (corresponding to
a single RC low pa5s filter combination) the resultant
output will be as shown in Figure 7'2. The effect of the
high frequency rolloff is to dow the rise and fall time of the
pulse, thus rounding both the leading and trailing edget

Figqe 7-2- Response of a system with filst order high
frequenctt respoBe to a aectangulal pulse.

It is also of interest to note the effect ot passing the
rectangular pulse through a system possessing second order
high frequency response. (Such a system corresponds to the
electrical frequency response of a single LC low pass filter
combination.) Figure 7-3 shows the resulting output. A
high frequency ringing at approximately the high frequenry
cutoff frequency is superimposed on the shock pulse. The
amplitude and duration of the ringing depend on the
damping factor, l.

f = 0 4 I

Figure 7-3. Response of a rystem with second older high
frequency response to a rcctangular pulse for various values
of the damping fastor, l.

Fourier analyses show that short transients contain signifi-
cant high frequency components. Both the transducer and
associated systems must have adequate high frequency
resDonse to avoid undesirable measurement distortion.

The high frequency response of a piezoresistive accelero-
meter with very little damping is approximately a second
order funstion and is determined by the t.ansducer
resonance frequency. The use of such devices provides
desirable high frequency response along with minimum
phase shift in the frequency range of interest

Transients, however, may excite such a tranduoer to
resonance; natural frequency "ringing' will then be super-
imoosed on the basic transient.

In the case of short, rectangular or other transients with
essentially zero rise time (very short rise time in proportion
to the natural Deriod of the transducer) almost 1OO%
overshoot on the transient may occur along with subse.
quent excitation of accelerometer natural frequency. To
minimize or prevent these distortions, the accelerometer
should have a natural period (the reciprocal of the natural
frequenry) one third the expected rise time or less.

With half sine or sawtooth transients, the transducer natural
period should be less than one fifth the pulse duration. This
ensures that the indicated peak does not exceed the actual
peak by more than 10%. Ten percent has been arbitrarily
chos€n as a desirable limit for practical work.

Resonance frequencies should be as shown in Table 7-t in
order that the natural period be one fifth the oulse
duration.

I
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Table 7-1.
Bequired Resonance Frequ€ncy

for
Undamped Transducers Measuring Half Sine

or
Sawtooth Transients

Required Required
Pulse Width, Natural Period, Resonance Frequency,

Microseconds Microseconds Hertz

500
200
r50
100
75
50

Damping reduces the peak amplitude of the resonan@
frequency ringing and extends the useful high trequency
response of a transducer. lt is purposely incorporated in
accelerometers with low resonance frequencies. See Section
4.1 .3 .

lf the matching amplifier possesses high frequency response
flat to at least one-half the accelerometer resonance
frequency, no appreciable error will b€ introduced by
amplif ier rolloff characteristiG.

The most common types of readout devices are: (a)
Oscilloscope, (2) Galvanometer, and (3) Magnetic Tape.
The single peak reading meter, a special purpose device, is
used where only the peak value of the shock is of interest.
The oscilloscope is probably the most versatile and easy to
use. A good quality scope will have a response from dc to
above a megacycle so that it will not introduce any errors.

Galvanometer recorders are damped readout devices that
serve to filter frequency components higher than the
galvanometer undamped natural frequenca. The natural
frequency should be high such that minimum distonion of
the basic transient is introduced, For a galvanometer
damped to approximately 70% of critical damping, a
natural frequency of at least 400 Hz is desirable for
recording 10 millisecond half sine transients. For shorter
half sine transients, the natural fiequency should be higher
in inverse proportion to the transient duration. Conversely,
the galvanometer natural frequenca can be correspondingly
lower for longer halfi ine transien8.

Magnetic tape recording is most useful where the shock
information is to be fed into a comouter for data reduction.

In general, the shock information is processed before
recording to put it in the torm which the magnetic tape and
computer can accept Wheh this is done, the high frequency
response is limited in some cases.

lf the shock measuring system is to be airborne such as in a
missile instrumentation, the telemetering link must be
considered. Normally, this would include a voltage control-
led oscillator and a telemetering transmitter, The center'
frequency of the VCO must be chosen sufficiently high so
that distortion of the shock puls€ does not occur due to the
high Jrequencv rolloff of the telemetering rystem.

7.4 Phase Shift
Faithful reproduction of transients requires that the shock
measurement system be free of phase distortion. As we
have se€n, undamped Endevco accelerometerc exhibit Oo
phase shift over their useful frequencry Enge, and thus are
not a source of this type of error. Matching amplifien
should be chosen for acceptable phase characteristiG.
Recording qalvanometers, when properly damped, exhibit
linear phase shift over their usable frequ6ncV rango. Other
readout devices do not. in general, introduce phase distor-
tion.

lf a virtually undamped accelerometer is subjected to shock
which excites its resonance frequency, the magnitude of the
accelerometer output does bear a fixed relationship to the
mechanical input. This relationship, however, is so sharply
dependent upon the input shock duration and rise time that
the output signal is rarely of practical value. lt is usuallv
possible to select an accelerometer with a high enough
natural frequency that it will not resonate for a given shock
input.

In some cases, when rise times are exremely dtor! it may
become necessary to resort to elecftical filtering. The data
in the pass band of a low pass filter will have quantitative
value, even il the transducer is resonating, as long as the
filter has a linear phase shift characteristic (constant delayl.
When filtering is used in the measuring system, the astual
and recorded transients may differ widely. For this reason,
it is strongly recommended that the unfiltered response
from the fansducer be recorded as well.

Accelerometers with approximately 0.7 of criticat damping
exhibit a linear phase shift with frequency and, therefore,
reproduce the input pulse with little distortion. lf the
temperature of the transducer differs from room temoer-
ature, the damping factor may change significantly resutiing
in a change in phase shift characteristica and distortion in
the output pulse wave shape.

100 10,000
40 25,000
30 33,000
20 50,000
15 67,000
10 100,000
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8.0 CALIBRATION

8.1 Introduction
Piezoresistive accelerometers require eight basic cali-
brations. They are (1) Sensitivity, (2) Frequency Response,
(3) Resonance Frequency, (4) Amplitude Linearity and
Hysteresis, (51 Tranwerse Sensitivity, (6) Temperature
Response, (7) lnternal Resistance, and (81 Damping. For all
but internal resistance, true calibration requires some form
of mechanical excitation-

Calibration laboratories generally use a vibration exciter
which produces sinusoidal motion, or a centrifuge which
produces steadv date acceleration. A shock calibrator
(shock motion generator) can be used to provide high level
[Echanical excitation. Other techniques which do not
provide astual mechanical excitation are classed as passive
or "simulation calibration," Although somE are valuable for
checkout and verification purposes, such methods should
not be confused with true dynamic calibration.

In simplest terms, the basic dynamic calibration of an
accelerometer consists in (a) application of a known
mechanical input, (bl measurement of the resulting accel-
erometer electrical output, and (c) calqrlation of the
cslibration factor or sensitivity, obiained by dividing
electrical output by mechanical input It performed under a
single set of conditions, this procedure yields the basic
sensitivity calibration. lf performed €t sev€rsl different
frequencies, a frequency response calibration is obtained; if
at several input levels, an amplitude linearity calibration
results; if at various temperatures, a temperature response
calibration. In each case, however, the basic technique
remains the sarTie.

To be meaningful, calibrations must be as accurate as
possible. This, in turn, requires precise measur€ment of
both mechanicbl inputs and resulbnt electrical output. An
unknown quantity may be measured either by a direct
method (for example, Turnover, Centrifugal or Beciproc..
ity) or by an indirect method by comparison with a
previously calibrated system (the Comparison Method). All
methods are useful,

8.2 SensitivityCalibration

8.2.1 TurnowrCalibration
For. piezoresistive acaelerometers with high sensitivities, the
Turnover Method of calibration is both simple and accu-
rate. In this methd, the accelerometer is oriented with its
s€nsitive axis in a vertical direction and the electrical output
noted. The accelerometer is then turned over 180o,
resulting in a change of 2 g, and the output voltage is again
noted, The sensitivity is comput€d by dividing the change
in output voltage by 2 g.

Lol,v sensitivity accelerometers require amplification of
output voltage to obtain a readable and accurate change in
signal level. Thermal drift in the transducer and/or noise in
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the amplifi€r may mask the signal resulting in inaccurate
measurements.

8.2.2 CentrifugatCatibration
The dc response of PR accele.ometers permit them to be
calibrated on a centrituqe. For an accelerometer mounted
on a centrifuge with the center of gravity of its mass at a
distance r inches from the axis of rotation, rotating at n
rpm, the acceleration is:

G = 0 . 0 0 0 0 2 8 4 2 r n 2 (e.1,
where G is acceleration in g.

To perform the calibration, the accelerometer is mounted
on the centrituge with its axis of s€nsitivity carEfully
aligned along a radius of the circle of rotation, Signal leads
trom the pickup, as well as excitation power leads, usually
are brought to the table of the centrifuge through specially
designed "low-noise" slip rings and brushes. As with the
Turnover Method, thermal drift in the transduc€r and noise
generated by an amplifier, as well as the noise caused by
slip rings wil l introduce spurious signals. A high signal to
noise ratio will result in a more accurate measurement.
After the sensitivity is determined with the accele.ometer
mgunted in one direction, the unit should be turned over
180" and sensitivity determined for the opposite direqtion.

The sensitivity ususlly is determined by plotting tho output
of the accelerorneter as a funstion of the acceleration for
succ€ssive values of rotational frequencny and determining
llre slope ot the straight line fittcd through the data. Ertors
result from the diffifllty in locating the center of gravity of
the seismic mass of the accelerometer, in measuring the
rotating speed acrurately, and in holding the speed qonstant
during the time required to tak€ a reading.

8.2.3 ComparisonMethod
ln the Compariron Method oi calibration, the output of the
accelerometer under test is compared to dle output of a
reference $andard at some convenient frequency, usually
10O or 400 Hz Th€ standard, usually a piezoelectric
accelerometer, is previously calibrated by the reciprocity
technique or comparison with a primary standard. Both the
test unit and standard are rigidly mount€d, bac*-to.back on
a suitable shaker table (Figure 8-1) and subiected to
sinusoidal motion. The sensitivity of the test accelerometer
is equal to the ratio of the test output to the standard
output, multiplied by the s€nsitivity of the standard
acce lerometer.

With a primary standard accelerometer such as the
ENOEVCO@ Model 2270 estimated sensitiviw calibration
errors not exceeding 1% can be achieved.l

I R. R. Bouche, "Vibration Standards for Performing
Comparison Calibrations", Instrument Society of America,
Preprint No, M18.3MEST|ND.67. Present€d at the 22nd
Annual ISA Conference and Erhibit, Sept. 11-14, 1967,
Chic€go, I ll.

This paper is available as Technical Paper No. 241 from
Endevco. Pasadena, California.
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Test

Standard
Accelgto|ngter

Figure 8-1. Block diagram - Comparison Calibrailon.

'il

8.2.3.1 Vibration Exciters
It is desirable to use electrodynamic shakers designed
specifically for calibration purposes. The shaker should be
free of transverse motion and axial motion harmonic
distortion. Usually the transverse motion results from
resonanc$ in the shaker moving €lement or resonances in
the support system for the moving element. Distortion in
the axial motion results either from transverse motion or
from excitation of longitudinal resonances in the moving
element by harmonic distonion in the power amplifier used
with the shaker. Some shakers designed for calibraiion have
transverse motion and axial distortion ocqJrring at several
frequencies within their operating range. lt is, therefore,
important to make transvetse motion and axial distortion
measurements on the shaker so that these frequencies may
b avoided during calibration.

Sinusoidal calibrations should not be performed at lre
quencies where poor shaker motion occurs even though the
accelerometer is subiected to these motions in service. The
effects of such shaker motions on the Derformance ol an
accelerometer should be evaluated separately. See Endevco
Technical Paper No. 252, "High Frequency Shaker for
Accurate Accelerometer Calibration" bv R. R, Bouche.

8.2.3.2 Standards
In comparison calibrations performed at Endevco, piezo
electric accelerometers are used as vibration standards
throughout the frequency range of 5.10,000 Hz

The piezoelectric standards used at Endevco are calibrated
by the reciprocity method at 100 Hz tn addition, they are
calibrated at 5 Hz by the direct viewing optical method
described below. These standards are also calibrated from
10 Hz to 10,000 Hz by direct comparison to another
vibration standard previously calibrated at the National
Bureau of Standards.

The piezoelectric vibration standards are calibrated by these
three methods at intervals not exceeding l2 months. These
standards are used regularly to calibrate other accelero
meters using the comparison method of directly measuring
voltage ratios.

20

Test procedures and techniques for making compatison
calibrations on piezoresistive accelerometeF are similar to
those used in calibrating piezoelectric accelerometeG and
are described in a number of Technical Pap€rs available
from Erdevco.

8.2.4 Reciprociry Calibration
The Reciprocity Method for calibration of accelerometers
involves the measurernent of crrrent, voltage, trequency, -
and mass. lt is an absolute calibration method and. becaus€
the above measuremenG can be precise, the Reciprocity
Method can resllt in high accuracies with estimated errors
of 10.5%.

Although highly accurate, Reciprocity Calibration is time
consuming and tedious. lt should be performed only on a
very stable accelerometer sudr as the ENDEVCO@ primary
Standard Modef 2270. 

i
Test procedures and techniques for performing reciprocity 

- 
]

calibrations are describd in ANSI publications and in
Endevco Technicat Paper No. 251.2

8.2,5 OpticalCalibration
Because of r€cent improvements in the precision and
techniques fot making comparison calibrations, optical
calibration is not as popular now as the comparison -

method. In the direct viewing optical calibration method,
the double amplitude displacement of the vibrating test
accelerometer is mea3ured with a high resolutibn micr}
scope which views an illuminated light spot. This ,,target' is
u$.rally obtained by side-lighting a strip of tine grit emery
or "Scotchlite" which is fasGned to the accelerometer
under test. The frequenca of vibration must be accurately
rrndsured, With these data, the acceleration input to the
accelerometer can be calculated and, subsequently, the
basic sensitivity of the unit obtained.

To attain an estimated calibration error of less than l%,
considerable care is required to see that the root-sum.of-

"T. 
E]E;""h;, "Acceteroneter Calibration with Reciore

city Vibration Standards", Meas.rrements and Data, lssue
22 (July-August, 1970), pp. 84€9.

L
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squares of the individual instrument errors do€s not exceed
l%, This requires, among other things, a specially calibrated
vollmetet, and a seismically mounted shaker-microscope
assembly. The displacement measurement is usually limited
to amplitudes greater than 0.050 peak.to-peak inches, This
normally limits the use of this method to lrequencies near
50 Hz on most shakers. Interferometer calibration, an
optical method in which the double displacement ampli-
tude is measured by observing interference patterns in light
$Eves, permits calibration at higher frequencies than direst
vielving. The procedures, hourwer, are quite rigorous and
require extreme care to attain useful accuracies.

8.3 Shock Motion Calibration
Shock motion calibration is used for determining amplitude
linearity and verifying the environmental acceleration rating
of an accelerometer over 10O g peak. lt is recommended as
a means for detecting maltunctions in an accelerometer not
norrnally detected during sinusoidal calibrations and to
determine the overall characteristics of a system partic1|-
larly one which is intended to measure shock motion.

The ENDEVCO@ Comparison Shock Calibrator, Modet
865C, is a ballistic drotrbatt type of shock motion
generator designed to produce acceleration pulses ranging
from 20 g to over 10,0@ g at pulse durations which vary
ftom 3 milliseconds to 100 microseconds, respectively.

The test and primary standard acc€lerdmeters mount
bock-toback on an anvil. A steel ball drops to impact on
tle anvil, subiecting the accelerometers to a halfsine shock
pulse. Signals from the test and standatd a@elerometers are
conditioned by individual amplifiers such as those in the
ENDEVCO@ Model 28350F Amplif ier-Accelerometer Cali-
bration Standard. Pulse wave shape and. amplitude are
obs€rved on a calibrated storage oscilloscope, or phote
graphed trom the sseen of a standard oscilloscope,

As r,vlth the Comparison Method, the sensitivity ot tho tost
accelerometer is equal to ratio of the test accelerometer
peak output to the standatd accelerometer peak output,
multiplied by the sensitivity of the standard. Errors of less
than !5% can be achieved with this calibrator.

8.4 Frequency Response
Frequency response calibrations are perfotmed at Endevsr
using virtually the same comparison method as for the basic
sensiiivity measurerhent (Section 8.2.3), but are conducted
over a range of frequencies, usually 20 to 4000 Hz. Sp€cial
calibrations are also performed from 5 to 10,000 Hz. In the
lrequency response setup, only piezoelectric accelerometers
are used as the reference standard. The error in the
sensitivity of the test ac@lerometer does not exceed 11.5%
at frequencies Jrom 5 to 10q) Hz, and t2.5% from l0OO to
10,000 Hz.

Shakers used tor calibrations should be carefully selected to
operate over the required frequenc.y range. A shaker should
be used at frequencies at which the transveGe motion is l€ss
than 25%, and distortion in the sinusoidal motion is less

than 5%. lt is good practice to operate the power ampli
drivlng the shaker at a fraction of its rated power. ihi
recommended to avoid exciting resonances in the shaker
harrnonics of the driving frequency.

Sinusoidal calibration of an accelerometer is sufticient
demonstrate its suitability for making random vibrat
measurcments if performed throughout the range of 1
quencies present in the random vibrations.

8.5 ResonanceFrequency
Any measurement of resonance frequency requires me
anical excitation of the test specimen. The excitation r
be either sinusoidal vibration or shock motion. To minim
calibration errors when excitation frequencies are ab(
5000 Hz, or shock pulses are correspondingly short, a dr
of light oil is applied between mating surfac€s.

8.5.1 Sinusoidal Excitation
(a) Undamped Accelerometers K S 0,2). The most accurr
means of measuring the rcsonance frequency of an r
damped accelerometer is to apply sinusoidal motion a
determine the frequency of maximum response. Tl
calibration is best performed on shakers that have
rgtonances below the resonanoe frequenry of the accel
ometer. For most acceleromEters it is necessary to avc
fixtures between the shaker and the accelerometer.

The internal damping of the accelerometer can be detr
mined approximately by measuring the two frequenci
where the response of the accelerometer is at its half po$
points, 0.707 tim6 its maximum value (resonancel. T
difference aJ between these two frequencies is related
the damping factor by:

Where:

f = damping ratio c/cc

fn = acceleration resonanc€ frequency .

.) = 
At 

= amplif ication factor (transmissibil i .
- 

Ao or amplification at resonance)

The above relationship applies only for tightly dampe
systems, in which the damping factor is less than 0.1. Sin(
the internal damping of the acselerometer is very low. tf
difference frequency is small. For this reason the errors dL
to lack of flat lrequency r€sponse in the shaker at the:
high frequencies are minimized.

(b) Damped Acceterometers (l= 0.7). Becauie there is littl
or no resonance rise in damped accelerometers, only th

.  a f  1
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natural frequency is measured. This is defined as the
frequency at which the phase shift between input accelera-
tion and electrical output is 90". As the vibration frequency
increases through and beyond the natural frequency, the
phase angle continues through 90" to l8O' and remains at
180" for a reasonable range of frequency. lt is important
to note that some acceleromsters may exhibit a 90o phase

shift at minor resonances, however, these frequencies
should not be assumed to indicate the natural frequency.

8.5.2 Shock Excitation Method
Although the sinusoidal excitation method of measuring
the resonance frequency is the most accurate available, its
us€ is limited by the capabilities of available equipment.
For resonan@ frequencies above 50,000 Hz and low
sensitivity accelerometers, shock excitation is the only
rnechanical excitation method available.

Shock pulse resonance frequency calibration is performed
by applying a half sine shock motion to the mounted
accelerometer with a pulse duration approximately three
times the reciprocal of the resonance frequency of the
accelerometer. This requires a trial and error method of
changing the padding on the shock machine anvil to obtain
the desired pulse duration. lt is best to photograph, on an
oscilloscope, the accelerometer output before, during and
after completion of the pulse. To accomplish this, a means
for triggering the oscilloscope iust before shock motion is
applied must be provided. The reciprocal of the period of
oscillation or ringing is the resonance frequency of the
accelerometer.

ln some cases the shock motion method will excite more
than one resonance frequency simultaneously. The second
frequenc.y may .be a second resonance in the accelerometer,
or a resonance in the anvil to which the accelerometer is

dttethud.

8.6 AmplitudeLinearity

8.6.1 lntroduction
At Endevco, the amplitude linearity ol a piezoresistive

transduc€r is usually specified as the maximum deviation of

sensitivity from the average sensitivity determined over the
operating range of the transducer at a single frequency. lt is
expressed as a percentage of reading (sensitivity). Proce-

dures for determining the amplitude linearity of an accel-
erometer are described in American National Standard
s2.11-1969.

The amplitude linearity of an ac@lerometer should be
experimentally verified over the entire acceleration range
for which the accelerometer is rated. The amplitude
linearity calibration may be performed at any frequency
within the rated frequency range of the accelerometer; i.e.,

up to onetifth the resonance frequencY Jor a lightly

damped acc€lerometer, The several methods for calibrating
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sensitivity, described in S€ctions 8.2 and 8.3 may be used
for performing amplitude linearity.

8.6.2 Static Calibration
Static Linearity Calibration is best performed on a centri-
fuge. The maximum rotating frequency and length of the
arm determine fie highest acceleration that can be obtain-

The calibration is performed by mounting the acc€lero
rneter on the centrifuge and subrecting the unit to
increasing levels of acceleration up to the rated limit of the .
transducer or centriftrge, At each acceleration level th€
electrical output of the unit is noted. After linearity
rneasurements are taken for acceleration in one direction,
the sensitive axis of the accelerometer should be reverced
180" and the measurements repeated.

For each acceleration level the sensitivity of the accelero-
meter is determined. The Amplitude Linearity .of the
accelerometer is the maximum deviation of any calibration
point from the average sensitivity, expressed as a percentage
of the average sensitivity.

8.6.3 SinusoidalMethod
The rated lin€ar acceleration range for piezoresistive acc€F
erometers varies from t20 g to over tlo,ooo g dependinq
upon the acceleroneter design. Except for a few electro
dynamic shakers capable of performing calibrations up to
approximately 100 g, it is necessary to utilize resonant
mechanical systems in performing amplitude linearity cali-
brations. For accel€rations up to at least 100 g, simpl€
beams excited at thcir fresfree tranwerse fundamental
mode, may be us€d. At accelerations up to 5@ g, axial rods
operat€d at their fundamenbl longitudinal resonant mode
mav be used.

An ENDEVCO@ Model 2270 Primary Standard Accelerc
meter or other calibrated accelerometer may be used at the
center of the beam or the end of the rod. The test
accelerometer is mounted on the 2270 or back-toback with
the calibrated accelerometer bY means of a fixture, The
beam or rod is usually rigidly connected to a shaker having
a moving element weighing less than two pounds. The
calibration is performed by carefully driving the beam or
rod at its resonanoe frequenca and measuring the ratio of
the test and standard outputs. By operating the b€am at
resonance, sinusoidal motion is maintained, Since the
internal damping of the beam is lor|, the resonance
frequency and applied acceleration remain unchang€d with
time.

Careful design and choice of material for the beam can
assure many hours of operation before beam failure occurs.
(Fatigue cracks in the beam are readily detected by
observing that the resonance frequency of the beam is
suddenly lowered.) The standard accelerometer, or calibrat-
ed accelerometer with fixture, should be previously cali,'
brated to accelerations of at least 500 g, This may be



p€rformed by comparison or by shock excitation motion.
Amplitude linearity is determined in a manner similar to
$e rEthod des6ibed under Static Calibration, above. Any
enors in the readout instrumenG must be taken into
account when determining the amplitude linearity.

8.6,4 Shock Methods
Even though special sinusoidal resonance systems have been
dareloped for use above 5m g, the high accelerations are
adria,ed at frequencies which may be beyond the rated
tequ€ncry range of the test accelerometer. lt is recommerd'
€d. therefore, that shock motion excitation methods be
used for calibrations in excess of 5(X) g.

Comparison calibrations can be performed using the
ENDEVC@ Model 2270 at accelerations up to 1O,00O g.
ard back-to-back fixtutes to 50d) g. In the ENDEVCO@
Model 2965C, Comparison Shod< Calibrator, the Model
2270 Primary Accelerometer is mounted on an arwil, and
the t€st accelerometer mounted on the 2270, The anvil is
impaeted by a steel ball and the outputs ot the test ard
$atdard accelerometers are photographed on a dual beam
ccilloscope. The comparison calibration is completed by
rEa$ring the ratio of the test and standatd accelerometer
peak output pulses.
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From the data obtained by comparison calibration over the
operating range of the test accelerometer, the amplitude
linearity is det€rmined in a manner similar to the method
described under Static Calibration, above.

AJ Transve6eSemitivity
The transverse or qross-axis sensitivity of an accelerometer
is the ratio ot its voltage output due to unit acceleration
applied perpendicular to the sensitive axis divided by the
basic sensitivity. The tansverse sensitivity is expressed as a
percentage of the axial sensitivity of the acrelerometer. To
]r|easure transverse sensitivity, sinusoidal motion must be
applied in the transveBe plane while maintaining virtually
no motion along the sensitive axis o{ th€ accelerometer.

A mechanical exciter designed to satisfy this requirement is
illustrald in Figure 8-2. This shaker is a simple crank
mechanism driving a table along specially designed bearings"
The shaker operates at an acceletation level of about 7 g at
11 Hz and is designed for production testing. lt is equipped
with a special mechanism to p€rmit rotation of the
accelerometer arourd its sensitive axis while the shaker is
vibrating:

Figure 8-2, Transverse Scnsitivity calibhtor.
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In operation, the acc€lerometer is rotated by operating the
crank at the lower right in Figure 8.2 while observing the
minimum and maximum valu€s of the transverse sensitivity
on the meter. The maximum value obtained is reported as
the tranweBe sensitivity of the accelerometer. This value is
applicable only for motion along one diameter in the plane
perpendicular to the sensitive axis ot the accelerometer.
The transrerse sensitivity is less than this maximum value
when the accelerometer is used along any other diameter.
This means that the actual transverse sensitivity applicable
in most tests will always be less than the maximum value
reported on the calibration card.

For calibrating ac@lerometers with ultr+tor., transverse
sensitivities, elestrodynamic shakers should be used. A
number of factors must be erefully considered: nl
transverse motion ot the shaker, (21 building vibrations
transmitted to the moving element ol the shaker, (3)
harmonic distonion of the power amplifier used with the
shaker, (41 the residual noise of the amplifier used on the
accelerometer output, and (5) providing sufficient amplifi-
cation of the acceleromet€r output to maintain adequate
signal noise ratio.

To Calibrate an accelerometer that has, for example,
maximum transverse sensitivity of O.5%, the shaker empioy-
ed must have less than O.i% axial transverse motion.
Further, if the accelerometer axial sensitivity is lO pc/g and
the transverse excitation is to be lO g, the catib;tion
system must be able to accurately measure a 0.5 picocou-
lomb signal from the accelerometer. The requirements are
even more severe for accelerometers with less than 10 pC/g
axial sensilivity.

A test setup that satisfies these requirements is illustrated in
Figure 8.3. The special fixture on the shaker Dermits
manual rotation of the accelerometer around its sensitive
axis. The accelerometer which monitors motion along the

sensitive axis of the test accelerometer is specially selec@
to have a transvene sensitivity of 0..1% or less (and is thus
suitable fot m€a3uling transverse shaker motion in exc6s of
0.1%1. The test ac.elerometer is conn€cted to an amplifier
with the gain of 10fl). The filter serves to reiect signals
resulting from residual buitding vibrations which oass
through the s€ismic block, shaker distortion due to'har-
monic distortion in the power amplifier, and residual noise
in the 100O gain amplifier.

A statistical analysis of resulB obtained on this test setuo
indicates that the error in transverse sensitivity values.
obtained on this setup is approximately 0.1%. lt should be
emphasized that ttis accurast can only be achieved by
using a shaker which has exremelv good transv€Be motion
c+|aracteristics.

8.8 TemperatureResponse
The temperature rEsponse of an accelerometer. iS the
variation in sensitivity that occurs as the result of using the
accelerometer at different t€mperature!. At Endevco, t;mp-
erature response calibGtion of piezoresistive accelerometers
is performed by the turn-over method described in Section
8,2,1. Accelerometers are niounted on a plate attached to a
position irdexed shaft and placed in an oven. Afb, the
temperature of accelerometers stabilize, t'ie units are
inverted 18Oo and the change in output voltage notrd. The
sensitivity of the transducer at the test temperature is equal
to the change in voltaqp divided by 2 g

Another, but more complex procedute for measuring the
temperature rcsponse is the Comparison Method, similar to
that described in Section &2.3, The variation in sersitivity
is measured by subiecting the accelerometer to sinusoidaj
motion throughout the rated temperature range of the
accelerometer. This calibration is usually performed at a
single frequencv near 50 Hz or i00 Hz, depending upon the
transverse motion charasteristics of the shaker. Sensitivitv

Figure 8-3. Elock dbgrdm - ati'rction eguiprnent for
measurement of very low transverse sensitivity,

+ Motioo +
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deviation is measured by comparing transducer output to
that of a standard accelerometer which is maintained at
room temperature.

An electrodynamic shaker is positioned below the temp
erature chamb€r. An extension rod which passes through
the dramber wall connects the shaker to the mounting table
within the chamber. The mounting table is usually d4igned
to accommodate a number of accelerometers. The standard
accelerometer is mounted on the opposite end of the shaker
moving element. Since the calibration is performed at low
frequency, there is no relative motion between the accelero
meters in the chamber and the standard accelerometer at
the bottom of the shaker.

For test accelerometers with smalldamping, lessthan 0.1 of
critical, it is not necessary to perform temperature response
calibrations at high frequencies, since thermal sensitivity
dariation is the same at high frequencies as at 50 or 100 Hz
The resonant rise at frequencies up to onefifth the
resonance frequenql of the accelerometer is small and does
not change appreciably over the normal temperature range.

Test accelerometers, with damping greater than 0.1 of
critical, may exhibit a change in frequency response with
temperature at frequencis above one'fifth the resonance
frequencv. See Figure 4-3. lf an accelerometer with such
damping is to be operated at extreme temperatures, and
frequencies above one-fifth of the resonance ftequency arc
important to the measurerrent, lrequensY response
mea$rements should be performed at the oPsrating temP
efatures.

This calibration is performed using a back'to-back fixture
mounted in the Gmperature dtamber. Both test and
stardald acceleromst€rs are in tlle temperaturc environ'
m€nt Ths combined tempemtuto and frequenc'y response
draraeteristics of the standard accelerometer is previously

' &ermined trom frequenca response calibrations a.ld reso
iance frequencY measulements at the tempei"ture ex'
tnmes. The resulting dati must be corrected for the
deuiation in sensitivity that occurs in the standard accelere
meter at the vatious temperatures and frequencies. In
addition, frequsncies must be avoided where there is
significant distortion resulting from shaker axial resonances
and.transverse motion. By careful control of calibration
procedures, reasonable sccuracy can be maintained.

89 lnternal Resistance
Measurement of input and output resistance or the indivi-
dual sensing element resistance of a piezoresistive trans
ducer provides valuable information on the operating
condition of the transduc€r. A damaged sensor appears ats
an open or high resistance circuit element. A continuity
dreck with a low volGge ohmmeter quickly determines
whether the transducer is ready for use.

Some transductrs, panicularly those which utilize Piezite@
Eleinent P-11, exhibit a significant change in resistanc€ with
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temperature. These transducers also change resistance witl
applied voltage due 1o heating from lz B power losses. For
most balanced bridges, the change in resistance with yoltag(
and temperature is not significant, except as it may shifl
the zero balance.

When the accurate residance of a transducer lrust b(
known it should bE measured under actual operatin(
conditions, This means that the measurement is determinec
by applying rated excitation voltage and computing th(
ratio of applied voltage to the r€sulting current after thf
current has stabilized,

Because oJ the signijicant change in resistance with applied
voltage and temperature, most piezoresistive transducera
should not be calibrated by the passive, shunt methcd.
Shunt calibration should be performed on accelerorneters
with the suffix letter "C". This is disdissed further in
Section 8,10,

8.10 Passivecalibrati on Currt^ ItF'-
8.1O.1 Shunt Calibration

Shunt or passive calibration, in constrast to dvnamic
calibration, is performed in applications where the trans-
ducer is already mounted on a test sttucture and cannot be
dynamically calibrated. Shunt calibration provides a con-
tinuity check of the entire system from tranducer to the
readout, and, in addition, supplies a reference signal to the
output device for future data reduction.

ln shunt calibration, an acJurate and rtable fixed resistor is
oonnectd across one of the elemenc of the uansducel

bridge. This shunt resistor will change the output and
etectrically simulate a precalculated percentage of the full
scale output of the transducer at room condition.

Piezoresistive transducet elements exhibit a wide variatior
of resistance with temperature, with as mucfi as 2 to 1
change in resktanc€ over the specified range of operating
temperature. Shunt calibration, therefole, is not recom
rnended for those ttansducers utilizing an astive element ir
each arm of the bridgs.

ENDEVCO@ piezoresistive transducers identified with th(
suffix letter -C" may be shunt calibrated. These trans
ducers use active elements on only one side of the bridge
and the bridge is completed with fixed, aocurate .esiston
with low temperature coefficient. Shunt calibration resis
tors may be connected across one of these fixed resistofs
Separate calibration wires are provided, as shown on th(
individual schematic drawings, to minimize the line drot
effects in the signal leads.

Calculation of the value of a shunt calibration r6isto
requires knowledge of the characteristics of the selecte(
accelerometer and its operating conditions. When a rssisto

2!
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Figure 84. Shunt cal ibration.

is connested to the calibration wires of a bridge, as shown
in Figure 8-4, the output voltage increases in an approxi-
mately inverse proponion to the value of the resistor.

ln ENDEVCO@ acc€lerometers, the fixed resistors Ro are
normally 10OO ohms ! 1%. The desired change in ouiput
voltage is:

E o  =  S G n V o t t s

Where:

(8-41

S = Sensitivity of the transducer in Volts per g

G = Futl Scale acceleration in g

n = Fradion of Full Scale

The value of the external shlnt calibration resistor is:

R = Value of internal fixed resistor in Ohms

Ex = Excitation voltage in Volts

Eo = Change in output voltage desired

8.1O.2 Voltage lnertion
Calibration

Any piezoresistive transducer may be calibrated by the
voltage insertion method. This technique, as with the shunt

Figure &5. Volbge ins€nion calibration.

calibration method, is a passive calibration that pro/ides a
continuity check tor the transducer, amptifier, and readout
system. In addition, the output signal may be used as a
refer€nce level for data redustion at a later time.

The circuit tor th€ voltage insertion msthod is shown in
Figure 8-5. The resistor, R3. connected in series with one of
the output leads ls typically 100 ohms. lt should have a
value significantly less .than the input rGistance of the
following amplifier or ;eadout equipment. The voltage
produced across dte resistor appears at the outputterminals.
Errors due to line voltage drop are avoided by using a
precision resistor, measuring the dtrrent through the
resistor, and calculating the actual voltage insened. The
calibrate voltage supply muEt not be grounded to ths sarne
ground as the transducer excitation voltage supply.

8.11 Sinusoidal Galibration for Shock
Measurement

Sinusoidal calibrations may be used to verify the suitability
of an accelerometer for making shock motion measure,
ments at certain accelerations and pulse durations, Sinu-
soidal amplitude linearity calibrations must be performed at
accelerations up to the peak acceleration expected in the
shock measurement application. This amplitude calibration
need be performed only at a single frequency within the
ratd frequencV range for the acceleration. The frequency
range is determined by the Fourier frequency compon€nts
corresponding to the partiollar shock motion pulse. For
certain shock motions of very high acceleration of special
pulse shapes and durations, it may not be possible to use
sinusoidal calibrations to verily accelerometer suitabitity.
When this is the case, shock motion excitation should be
used in the calibration. For ex6mple, a shock calibration
should be performed for peak accelerations in excess of 5@
g and pulse durations of less than I millisecond.

*" =+(fr -1",.,
Where:
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ENEIEVCO FFOOUCT OA'A

MoDELS ,3333_73
:+_ 2Sg

LOW G
PIEZORESISTIVE

ACCELEROMETERS

The Modefs 2n2-25 and 2262C-25 Acceleromete6 are designed to
measure a broad varlgty ot long duralion, low level acceleratlon phe-
nomena. Endevco PIEZITEO Type P-lI elements are employed in a
tull bridge clrcuit lo obtain a high level output ot i500 millivolts
at 125 g full scale. This oulput is high enough to drive most tape
recorders and low trequenqy galvanomelers directly wiihout ampli-
lication. The Model 2262C is a Fwire device that uses a Dair ot lixed
resislors in half lhe brldge to present a llxed resistance to the exlra
palr ol leads tor shunt callbraiion t€chnlques.

Although the rated range ol lhesE transducors is !25 g, th€y may
be used lo t50 g. A unique system of overrange stops (U.S. Pat.
Na. 3,474, 526) limits lhe movemonl of ths s€ismic element allowing
the units to withstand up to 80 times their rated .ange without cali-
bration shili. The use ot subcritical viscous damping extends their
useful frequency rang€ and reduces the eflect ot spurious, high
lrequency vlbrations.

Typical applicalions fof these accelerornelers include lransportalion
environment testing, lransisnl acceleraiions on large structural mem-
b€rs, and combined envlronm€nts of sleady state accel€ratlon plus
transient inputs.

ffi
ACTUAL SIZE

SPECIFfCATfONS FOR MODEL 2i162-E rnd x262c-25
(According to ANSI lnd ISA Stan&rd3)

ACCELEROMETERS

DYNAMIC

Rated Range
Usetul Range
Ovenange Limiting
Sensitivity (at 10.00 V dc)
Mount€d Natural Frequency
Fraquency REsponset

Damplng Ratio
Transwrse Sensilivity
Lln€arity and Hyster€sis

Thermal Sensitivity Shift

ELECTRICAL

Excltatlon.
Input Rsslstance (at 75'F)
Oulput Resistance (at 75"F)
Zero Measurand Output
Thermal &.o Shltt

Inatlatlon Roslatancst

iIODEL 2!262-25
-25 to +25 g
-50 to +50 g -50 to +50 g
a60to  +150 gr  a50to  +15091
20 mvlg, nominal 10 mvlg, nominal
2500 Hz, nominal 2500 Hz, nominal
!5'h,0 lo 75O Hz ar75" F (24'Cli
-35o1" 7+tO1", nominal at O'F/2OO"F
and 750 Hz

0.7 nominalat 75"F
3!f6 maxlmumr

i 106 ot reading, maximum,lo +259;
agolo ot readlng, nominal, to iso g.
-4o/o /O/ -9o/o , nominal, al O' n5' /2!0" F

10.00 V dc 10.00 V dc
21m O, nominal 1000 O, nominal
1400 O, nominal 1000 O, nominal
+25 mV maximum at 10.00 V and 75'F
t 15 mV. maxlmum qt 0'F and +200"F,
r€ferenc€ 75"F
1oO MO, mlnlmum 100 MO. minit'lum

NOTES:
lunlt ouhut l! contlnuou! berwoen r!t6d r.ng€
.nd lh6 effecllve limn poh!, wlth pertormsnc€
to ig) O !! noted.

rBe3ponl. ls t5p/6, 0 to t75 Hz, ove. th6 temper-
a&ro range of 0'F to Z)o'F.

ryVorst ca36 eror l'r any axls penondlculsr to
th€ sensitive axi3. l7r 3election ls .valhbl€ on

.uni! is calibraled al lo.m V dc. Lower ercitatton
volt 9e3 may be €mployed but should b€ spec-
ifled at tltne of order to obtein be3t thermal
comp€.aatlon- W6mup t|me to msst 6ll specifi-
cauonr 13 15 mtnules. mrrlmum, Endevcoo
Modol riz(l or 1P(X Pow6r Supplle!, or Model
.1470 SlOnll Condltlone. lre recornmsndsd .s
lhe oxclEtlon rource.

tM€asured wllh lm V dc meximurn, sll leads to
c.se. Clbl€ shleld la common to c.s3.
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SPECTFICATfONS FOR MODEL 22G2-25 ard 2262C-25

I

a
-1

I

| .6t0 DIA
l- (s.{s}

1,".#,-t p
WHITE DOI
FOF OAIENTATION
OF CABLE CONNECTOR

IDENTIFICATION
LABEL

CONNECTOF
MATES WI'H

CABLE ASSEMBLV
SUPPLIED

t.@
(2S.4) .l

+ IN PIN I FED
lF^ caLrs- prN s wrr.zneo lzzrzc or.rr-j J-
, 

- caLrB. PtN 6 WHT./GRN. (226?C ONLn
+ OUIPU' PIN 2 GFEEN .25O 1;ffi o,o

In model 2262C,
n = loooo tl%

PHYSICAL

WEIGI]T
MATERIAL
SENSING ELEMENTS
MOUNTING

ELECTRICAL CONNECTION
ACCESSORIES INCLUDED

28 gram (1 oz.), nominal, plus cablE at 6 gram (0.2 oz.) pgr foot.
Stainless Steel
PIEZITEO Type P-11
Tapped hols for 10-32 x lt'stud.
Heconmended mounting iorque: iB in.-lb. (2 Nm).
Integral 6-pin connector.

l!"qq ?991!l4r!"!ins stud (10-32), or Modet 2sB1-4 (Ms merrtc).
yfg"_l^T^2,!11q.91b_1"_As_se-mbty-,-4-conductor, shietded, go.inch; bng,wrrn acceteromgter mating @nnector.
Mode_l llq23A-30 Cabte Assembty, Sconductor, shietded, 30 inches tong,wrrn acce|etomet€r mating conneclor.

2262-251

2262C-25i

Ir
ENtrrEVCO >

-
F|ANCHO VIEJO FIOAO . SAN Jt]AN CAPISTFIANO, CA S8675 . TELEPHONE (71'II 493.E|1E|1

(e"rst:ffi)
- INruT PIN 4 BLACK
. OUTPUT PIN 3WHITE

SHIELD

Dhensions in tnches 6nd (mittinerers).
Toleranc.s: )O( (X.X) = 10.03 (a0.9

.xxx Cx.)C0 - 10.010 (t0.2O

.02t i.Q{
(.7rj.r0)

.G:!.G,
(.lsa.6)

,n7 (?.97) M['l THD DEPIH
l0-c2NF.2B

2000 g, in any direction
1000 g pk, in any directlon
2000 g, in any direction
0"F to +200'F (-18'C io +93'C)
-20"F ro +220'F (-29"C to +to4"c)
Hermetically sealed by glass to metaltusion and welding,
0.05 equlvalent g, maximum, at 250 p in./in. strain.

continued Product improvement nece6sitatee th6t Endevco reserv€ the rlght to modit these spectfrcaions rrlthout noflca.

RELIABILITY: Endevco maintains a qTgglaq of constant surveitlance over alt products to ensure a high levst of re abllity, Thisproeram inctudes attention to reriebitiry- f:ctors_duriis irod""i'i;;iis"l'q9Jr1r{q91,;j$niljiiii"}rd%oii,i.l rEqutremenrs, and
99TPUlSOry -C.rreCtive acrion. proc€dures. These meis'ures, togeth6r'wnn conseryarvg specrtrcationsr have made ure nametsnoevco synonymous with reliability.
CALIBBATION: Each unit is catibrated at rooJn iemperature tor sensltivlty, input - resistance, output resislance, maxlmum trans-verse sensitivity and zero measurand output. TempeiaiirrJ;;#ns-e;iaiotrei iiriuiiii6irjiie-iirirriiill',i'Ji"","r order. see caribratibn errr"tinpfilli&lr"rv 

0'F, +7s'F, +200'F, sho;k carrurario'i-iira

U.S. Patent Nos. 3,35t,880. 3,474.526 €nd 3,5.29.m appty to thi3 tr6n3ducer.

PrrNt.orr !.5,^. Pavrseo a/r.
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TERRA e,- FLEX@ MODELS & sA-111

Shown with Optlonal Connector

Huggad, Fluld Darnped Fl€xure
Susnens ion
Low Thermal Coefiiclent
Field RangeablF
User Connectable 19 Bias
Excellent Blas Stabllity

a

Choice of Sensltive Axis
Broad Dynamic Range
Low Output lmpedance
Wide Freguency Response
Cholce ot Header or MS
Conneciot

U.S. Paler,r No. 4,088,C27

Terra +' Fiex@ SA Seriss Servo Accelefometers oller
the unparalleied combjnatlon o.| oxcellent stabili iy and
.ruggedness. Designed ior maximum. usor flexibility,
standard fsaturos include field rangeabllity, choice o{
sensltivo axls dlroction, and a 1g bias neiwork lvhich car
be user connoctgd.

A specia alloy flexure system aid stable di erentiai
electronic detector/ampllfler are combined to provide
high sensiiri,iry, broad dynamic ronge, ruggodness, long
term stabilit/ and extremely low thermai driit. Essentialiy
no hyslorosis {<0.005%) anC exceptional rssolution
ensures accurat6 data.

The l lexure suspension, uni ike pivot and jewel
suspensjons, is not subject to progressive deterioration
in the presence of vibration and shock, High shock
tole|ance virtuaily gliminates breakage during handling.
(Common with quanz suspensions).

The SA Se es accclerometers operate trom a wide
range oi input voliages and can bs used for a variely of
accelerat ion measursment aDpl icat ions. These
appl icat ions include seismic monl ior ing, contfol
syslems, vibration rBonitoring, strUClUral rospon8e,
vehicle lesting and 'tilt sensing.
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR

i$Af,t ffilfiill

sA-l02, SA-t  t  l

c 1 4 1 1 P.003

PERFONMANCE OPTIONS

A NON 'STANEARD R INGET . . ,  . .  . . . . . . . .  . . , . .  ( opsc l f y )

A, CASE AUGNMENT: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . 1/4.

G INITIALBIAS:.. . .  0.0029 {horizor*at)
0.005q (vortioal)

D HORIZ. TEMP. QOEF.: . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . 18 [o/"C
(SA-11' only, nol appllcablo ro vedcatblas).

E SCALE FACTOFT TOLEBA|ICE| . . . . . . . . . a0.5% orao.1</o

F, SELF-TEST TOLERANCE:. . . . . , .  .  .  . .  .  .  . . .  . , .  .  .  ra .oe/ .

NOTES
(r) unlrs are kltsna y rangedtoo,O5g. Erorn.nt ,e3tsbrsodded lohcresEe r6nge. srsrct€rd €ngeB sre: li I , 0.2S. 0.5. 1 0, 2.0. end

r,ug,. Asymnotdcd and lixed ra.tqe unttg evaitEbte w(h t€co.y
liBrellsd int€msl rcBisrom

(2) Full scalo ouipur shoJld not €Icced rO VDC or 7S9; ol Input
vo |lEq€, whrch€vEr iE 6matbr.

13) Based on 1g ran0€ witn 50 Hz naturst irE€rBncv. Chanatno
r s n g e or nstll|Et tr€qu€ncy a€n arl6ct rheag rpao ba ois.-

(dJ Sl€ndad lsclary s6! ng6 01 nairr€t tEouency cea bs irom 20 ;z
!o 75 Hr. Tojoianc€ dn narurel trsqu;flcv 6 rtoy". unE vriih
hlgnEr nslural {r€ousnElgE slED avstsbta. Cbntect tactory.

ecjl|caionsroi|oclstnd1dconfEu'edon6'whenod€dng€psci(y:hod€|no',|nPUtvD|tEg6'ii€qU9E{,9.r.sIs91Pc.€.]!y:8oIl6lrbt|!nEnt'pEr'olmsnoPgons'
on|€c| |qclor forc,JElomc'€9gn. 'gecs.r€eT€rTocFnd|ogycor{ iua| |ys in l ' is iot , r rp- ' . :vbta-piooi i6, |hd,s ibc| fc8d6p' | rnednorel 'esdl locnance.

::,11^l]r 'I-.I3"*ant.€qUlpfiento'|t!-ol 'nmeflJ!gct|JGtob€'rg€t,o'a*"a"nffis€Nrcs. srt wrlt r€prsce Env component found ro b€ d€tuctrv€. on rl' rsru.n io TEBRA. iisn:podsir;n;Gc"";;il;;: ;iil;;;";;uioii.'ons,n", pr.n""n.TERRA wlll €rtend th€ EsJn6 &BirEflly protgcttofi on a.ceEs6.ie€ rhich js sxiendsJ to TERdA by li€ ortohal ansnuraouftr. TEBFiA.t^n .a.[naq n^ riAhirirvTERRA wlll €rtend th€ EsJn6 &BirEflly protgcttofi on a.ceEs6.ie€ rhich js sxiendsJ to by lh€ orlglnal rnAnutao{urdr. TERRA ai6o aa6l]lhes no tiebititv.6rpt€63 or imFli6d' bEvond hs obllSqlian 1o r€plEce €ny compon€nr Invotv€d- 6uDh wsnsnly 16 ln lleu ol alr ottror wananrres eipr€s€ or rmp €d_

I.F"Bnn ffi ffiffi li$!.ememoororrno ua,monc,orrporcone6nios

R A N G E T ( 1 )  . . . . . . . , . , . ,  . . . . . , . . , . . . . . . . . . ,  i 0 , 1  t o t s g

FULL SCALE OUTPUT:(2) , . . . . . . . . . . . . , +5 VDO (srd) to
110 VDC (nax),11.0%

INPUT VOLTAGEI . .  *12 -VDC (sld)i
19 to *18 VDC (spocielorde4

INPU?  CURRENT: .  . . . , , . + ' j 5  mA.  -B  mA (max )

OUTPUT IMPEOANCE: . . . , . . . . . . . . , . . , , , . . , , . < 10 O

LINEARIW ERROFT ..,  < o.os%ful l€cate

H Y S T E R E S I S : . ,  . . - . . . . < O . O o s ' / . t u t t s c a t s

RESOLUIION: .. ,  - . ,  < 0.0005 o/6 fultscate

TURN.ON FEPEATABILITY:I3) . ,  . ,  .  . ,  .  .  .  . ,  <50 !g (Dc)

CROSS AXIS SENS|TIVITY: .. < O_OO0S gtg

FFEOUENCY BESPONSE:(aJ . Dc ro so t.tz,
dampino rato 0.7 i0.1 Ct.6 dB to
-4.'1 dB al ih€ naturat frEquoncy).

NotaE:{3) 0.50 Hz
0.1000 Hz
0-I MHz

SELF-TEST BESPONSE: ... 1.0 v^/, t1o%

CaSEALIGNMENT:  . . . , . , .  <  0 ,5 .
OPERATING TEMP.  RANGE:  . . . . . , .  -25"c  to  8Fc  {s td ;-55.C lc I 25.C (s@at ordd)

SHOCK:  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  - . . .  5OOg,5  ms€c;gOOOg,0 .1  ms6c

VIBRATION (SINE, PEAK)| . . . . . . . , . .  1 6 9 , 2 0 - 1 0 0 H 2 ;
259. 100-2000 Hz

. , . . . . . . . . . . 7 o z  ( 0 . 2 k 9 )

sa . l02  3a .1  1 t
0.0109 0-0059

0.020s 0,010s

F ps|C a5 Asfc(max) (max)

l60ppnv'c goppFPc
(max) {m8xj

W E I G H T :  . . . - , . . . . . . . . . . , . . .

BIAS, HORIZONTAL:(3)

BIAS, VERTICAL:(3)

}IOBIZ. BIAS TEMP,
COEFFIC IENT:

SCALE FACTOF TEIIP,
COEFFIC IENT:

<5 gg (peak-lo-peak)
< 10 pg {peak.to"Fe6k}
< 20 p9 {peak-@peak}

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS

li'----];r*,
, '  t " ,
D . , i

.--J-..'
rr".l (

I  t '  I

| ----.----_-r
.oF '  l / '  l a - \ \  |
I trLJ*t I
I  l \  I  ' t ;  I

l  l ' r1- , '  I
|-r---..-_-.------1

CONNECTIONS
&PIN IIEAIER

(Stendqrd)
coNNEeToFs(r€) DE9CR|FnON

(optlonel)
6.pln0. &ptn

I A A + pOwer
2 I B , psw€r
3 C C Pow.r & Slg, Grd
4a D b! Ourplt
5'r N/A E'6 io 8la3
5' N/A F' 19 glaa
7 E G Sett"Tesi
0 F H Ss[-Te€r

' Jlrnper pins 5 & 6 lor 10 blas, no conn€ctlon ior honzontal Dp€rstiofl .3 REng€ l€sislor conoectd b€rweon plns 4 (0) and 5 (El,
o 19 biaE and rege chqnga nor sFpllcable.

FBINTEOINU,S.4,
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Eight-Channel 2100 System

Two-Channel System in 2160 Portable Eaclosure

Lefr ro Right: 2110A Power Supply Module, 2lll Power Supply Module, 21204 Conditioner Module, 2131 Digital Display

2150 Ten-Chennel Rack Adapter



1.0 DESCRIPTION

I.1 GENERAL

The Series 2100 modules comprise a muld-channel sys-
tem for generating conditioned high-level signals from
strain gage inputs for display or recording on external
equipment. A system would be comprised of:

a) One or more rwo-channel 21204 Strain Gage
Conditioners.

b) One or more 2 I I 0A Power Supplies (each Power
Supply will handle up to ten channels; i.e-, five
2 I 20A Conditioner/Amplifi ers).

Optionally, one or more 211i DC-Operated Power
Supplies (each 2 1 I I module is capable of powering
up to eight channels; i.e., four 2120A Conditioner/
Amplifien; or up to ten channels when maximum
bridge voltage and output curent ale not requircd).

c) One or more rack adapters or cabinets, complete
with widng, to accept the above modules.

7.2 SIGNIFICANTFEATURES

The principal features of the system include:

. Independently variable and rcgulated excitation for
each channel (0-5 ro 12 Vdc).

. Fully adjustable calibrated gain from I to 2100.

. Bridge-completion components to accept quarter-
(120Q, 350O and 1000O), half- and full-bridge
inputs to each channel.

. LED null indicators on each channel - alwavs
active-

. 100 mA output-

. All supplies and outputs short-circuit ploof with
current limiting.

. Compact packaging - ter channels in 5.25 x 19 in
( 133 x 483 mm) rackspace.

2.0 SPECIFICATIONS

All specifications are nominal or typical at +23oC unless
noted.

2.I 21204 STRAIN GAGE CONDITIONER

NOTE: These specifications apply for each of two inde-
pendent channels per module-

INPUTS: Input Impedance: >100 M.Q (balance
Iimit resistor disconnected).

Source Curr€nt: !10 nA typical;
t40 nA max.

Configuration: Two- to seven-wire to
accept quarter-, half-, or full-bddge
strain gage or kansducer inputs, Internal
half bridge, dummy 350.0 and dummy
l20O completioo gages and tiree-wire
calibration capability provided. See
4.3c for dummv 1000O orovision.

AMPLIIIER:

EXCITATION:

BALANCE:

Protection: Input is protected from
damage of inpur up to i50V differcntial
or *25V comnion mode.

Gain: I to 2100; continuously adjusrable;
direct rcading- Gain steps X2, X20,
X200; with ten-tum counting knob,
X0.5 to X10.50 *l% typical.
Frequency Response (min):

Normal Range:
dc to 15 kHz: -3 dB at all gain settings

.nd  6n l  ^ , ,h , , r

dc to 5 kHz: -0.5 dB at all gain senings
and full output.

Extended Range: (configured by futernat
jumper- see 6.?c).
dc ro 50 kHz: -3 dB at all gain senings

and firll ^ni6,*

dc to 17 kHz: -{.5 dB at all gain settings
and full output.

Noise RTI*: (3500 source impedance)
I  t r  Vppat0.1 Hz to 10Hz;
2 pV p-p at 0.1 Hz to 100 Hz;
2 pvrms at 0.1 llz to 50 kHz.
Noise tr(fO**:
50 pV p-p at 0.1 Hz to l0 Hz;
80 pV p-p at 0.1 Hz to 100 Hz;
100 pvrms at 0.1 }'zto 15 Wlzi
200 lrvrms at 0.1 Hz to 50 kHz.
Temperature Coeflicient of Zero:
rl pvl'C RTI, a210 povl'C RTO;
-10" to +60"C (after 30 minute warm-up)-

Common-Mode Rejection: (dc to 60 Hz)
Gain Multiplier CMR (dB)

x2 67
x20 8'l
x20o 100

Output Range alov (min) at r!00 mA;
current limited at <140 mA.

Capacitive Lmding: Up to 0.15 pF.

Type: ConstaDt voltage.

Range: 0.5 to 12 vdc (condnuously
adjustable for each channel) with l20Q
t-ull-bridge load.

Short-Circuit Current: Less than 40 mA
max.
Noise: 12 mV p-p dc to 20 kHz.
Load Regufation: t0.zqo no-load to
l20O load ( l07o line change).

Nlethod: Potentiometdc.
Range: t2000rtr€. l4000pe or
r6000p€ (quaner. halfor 3500 full
bridge) ranges selected or disabled by
internal jumpers.

*Referred to input **Refered to output.
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2.2 2110A POWER STJPPLY (AC-OPERATED)

CALIBRATION:

SIZE:

WEIGIIT:

OUTPUTS:

INPUT:

METER:

SIZE:

WEIGHT:

OUTPUT:

INPUT:

SIZE:

WEIGHT:

POWER:

SIZE:

WEIGIIT:

Conhols: Two-position (center off)
toggle switch.

Starderd Factory-Installed Rcsiston:
(174.8 KO 10. tVo) simulate t1000tr/€
at GF=2.
Optional Celibretion Relays: Provides
remote operation of excitation (off/ on)
aDd shunt calibration.

Relays are powered by user-supplied
voltage source, and must be sp€cilied
wben ordering rack adapters or
cabinets.
5 . 2 5 H x 2 . 9 4 W x 1 0 . 9 7 D i n
(133 x 75 x 279 mm).

z.ztb Q.0 ks).

tl5 Vdc at l.2A and +17.5 Vdc at
l. lA; all regulators current-limited
against overload.
L07, ll5, 214, 230 Vac tl07o (selected
internally); 5o60 Hz
Power: zl0W tlpical, l00W max.

0 to 12 Vdc (witb switch) to read bridge
excitation.
A.lso ac iaput and dc output go/no-go
monitor.
5.25 H x 2..14 W x 12.34 D in
(133 x 62 x jl3 mm).
6.7 rb (3.1 ks).

tl5 vdc at l.0A and +17.5 vdc at
l.0A; outputs are protected against
overload.
12 Vdc nominal (9 to l8 Vdc range).
Power 60W max; 78% efficiency at full
load.
Reverse Polarity Protection: InterDal
shunt diode-

METER:

SIZE:

IYEIGHT:

2.4 2ISO RACK ADAPTER

APPLICATION:

POWER:

0 to 12 Vdc (with switch) to read bridge
excitation.
dc output go/ no'go monitor-
5.25 H x 2.44 W x 12.34 D in
(133 x 62 x 313 mm).

3.0 tb (1.4 ko.

Fits standard 19-in (483-mm) electrontc
equipment rack-
Accepts one Power Supply and one to
five Strair Gage Conditioners.

Completely wired.
Lft (0.6-m)rhree-wire line cord; lo-ft
6-z2) extension available-

Fuse: 1A size 3 AG Q2 x 6.4 mm dia.).
Receptacle to accept line cord from
adjacent 2150 Rack Adapter-

5.25 H x 19 W x 14.17 D in overall
(133 x 483 x 360 mm)
6.6 tb (3.0 kd.

2.3 2III DC-OPERATED POWER SIJPPLY

2.5 2160PORTABLEENCLOSURE

DESCRIPTION: Completely self-contained adapter and
cabinet with aI widns for tn'o or four
channels-
Accepts one Power Supply and one or
two Strain Gage Conditioners.
8-ft (2-4-m) det^chable three-wire cord.

Fuse: lA size 3 AG (32 x 6.4 mm dia.).

5 . 5 5 H x 8 . 7 5 W x 1 3 . 8 0 D i n
(I4l x 222 x 350 mm).
s.2tb Q.4 ks).
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3.0

3.1

CONTROLS

2tr0 A / 2tr7 PowER SUPPLTES

GAIN Controls

AMPZERO
Control

EX€IT Switch

CAL Switch

INPUT
Receptacle
(Rear Panel)

OUTPUT
Receptacle

Mutiiplier Switch: Provides gain steps of
X2, X20 and X200.

Potentiom€ter: Ten-turn with counting
knob provides multiplier of0.50 to 10.50.

Total amplifier gain is the product ofthe
multiplier switch and potentiomcter
settings.

A 25:turn trimmer to adjust bridge exci-
tation from 0.50 to l2 Vdc. The actual
setting is monitored onthe Meterand the
EXTERNAL METER jacks on the
Power Supply (tbe proper channel must
be selected).

A 25-turn trimmer used to set the
electrical "Null" of the input amplilier
zero. (EXCIT should be OFF and the
input circuit connected when this is
done.)

A toggle switch controlling the excita-
tion to the input bridge. (Any amplifier
output with EXCIT ar OFF is dc ampli-
fier offset, thermal EMFfrom the bridge
or ac pickup in the wiring.)

A two-position (with center off) toggle
switch to shuDt-caliblate the input
bridge. As delivered, "A" simulates
+1000p€, and 'B" simulates -1000p€ by
shunting the internal 350O half bridge.
Other shunt calibration configurations
are possible by internal resistor and
jumper changes (see 5.0 Shunt Cal-
ibration).

A ten-pin quarter-turn connector to
connect input gage(s). (Quaner, half and
full bridges can be accepted simply by
using the appropriate pins. See 43c for
details-) Mating connector supplied.

A three-pin connector delivers the
amplifier output (tl0v at tl00 mA).
Mating connector supplied.

BRIDGE VOLTS
Meter

CHANNEL
Selector

Displays the voltage on each input
bridge (as selected by CHANNEL selec-
tor). Also used to monitor ac line and
dc outputs of Power Supply (see below).

Positions I to l0 select channel to display
bridge excitation on Meter ('l " is chan-
nel farthest to left in cabinet, etc).

The DC position monitors a mixed out-
put from the + 15, -15, and +17-5V power
supplies and should always read on the
"DC" line at '10" on the Meter. The AC
position (2ll0A oDly) monitors the
peak-to-peak ac line input (at a fixed
transformer tap). A reading anywhere in
the band from 9 to I I on the Meter indi
cates lhat the input voltage is proper for
the selected transformer tap (see r'Je).
No reading indicates the equipment is
ungrounded.

Supplies Meter voltage to an external
merer if desired for more precise adjust-
ment of bridge supply volkges-

The central power switch for this supply
and all Conditioners connected to it. (The
pilot lamp may take several seconds to
extinguish when the poweris turned off-)

BRIDGE EXCIT
Control

EXTERNAL
METER Jacks

POWER Switch

3.2 2120A STRAIN GAGE CONDITIONER (one
channel described; both identical and independent).

OUTPUT Lamps LED ind ica tors  a lways  mon i to r ing
amplif ier output. Primarily used to
adjusr AMP ZERO and Bridge BAL-
ANCE. (Fully lit with 0.07V output.)

A ten-turn potentiometer to adjust
bridge balance. Normal range t2000 pe.
(See 4-l2a to extend range.) EXCIT
must be ON to set bridee balance.

BALANCE
Control

INPTII

OWPUT.

I
POW€i

€ ) '

2120A REAR VIEW
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4.0 OPERATINGPROCEDURES

4.I SETUP AND AC POWER

4.lz The individual Conditioner and Po'xer Supply
modules are not stand-alone instruments. They are
designed to plug into a prewked cabinet or rack adapt-
erwhich(l) supplies ac line power (fused) to the Power
Supply, (2) distributes dc rcgulated-voltages to all
Conditioners and (3) coaaects the bridge voltage mon-
itoring Eeter iD the Power Supply to the various
channels.

If one or more 2150 te!-chaDnel Rack Adapten are
used, these should be mounted in a standard l9-in
(483-mm) equigment rack; 5.25 it (133 mm) vertical
height is required for each ten shanrels-

4.lb Before installing a 2ll0A Power Supgly module in
each cabinet or rack adapter, check that each 2l iOA
module is sct for the proper ac line voltagri:

Slide the right-hand side cover almost all the way
back to expose the tvo toggle switcbes on the
printed-circuit board. One switch, as marked, sets
for nominal I l5 or 230V; the other sets for NORM
line (II5/230v tl$Vo) or LOW line (107l2l4v
il0le). Replace side cover.

The POWER switch on the front panel should be at
OFF. Install the Power Supply in the right-hand posi.
tion ofthe cabinet; push into engage the input/output
plug, and secure the thumb screws-

4. I c Install 2 I 20A Conditioners ir the remaining positions
in the cabinet. Push the modules in to engage the
power-input plugs, and secure the thumb screws.
(Blank covers are available for unused positions.)

4.ld Plug the line cord into an ac receptacle, making certain
that the third pin goes to a good ground. The equip-
ment must be grounded for best performance.

NOTE: If the line plug must be replaced with a
different type, observe this color code when wiring
the new plug:

Brown: High line voltage
Blue: Low line voltage (i.e., "neutral" or common)
Green/ Yellow: Ground

If one 2150 Rack Adapter is used, a three-wire €xten-
sion cord may be required.

If more than one 2150 Rack Adapter is used, one
should be plugged inlo apower ac receptacle, whilethe
other Rack Adapters are plugged into each other
(using the utility receptacles at the rear) in any
sequence.

NOTE: The fuse at the rear of each Rack Adapter
only fuses the input to the Power Supply in that
Rack Adapter- The utility receptacle is not fused.

4.le Check ac power. On each Power Supply, turn the
CHANNEL selector to "AC". Turn the POWER
switch on(up). The red pilot lamp sbould light and the
meter should read between 9 and I l- If not. observe
meter readinp:

Pegs aL full scale. Turn powcr off immediately. This
indicates that tbe input voltage is much too bigh for the
internal switch settings (probably a 230V input with
switches set for lliY; see 4.1b).

Reads low (betrreen 8 and 9- I / 4). The ac line voltage is
significantly below llsv (or 230V). Remove Power
Supply and reset interDal switch for LOW line-

Reads around 5. Tbis indicates that the internal
switches are probably set for 230V iaput, wbereas the
voltage is actually I l5V. Turn POWER OFF, remove
module, and set s'ritches (see LI6).

Reads 0 (no lssding). Red pilot lamp not lit: The ac
recepacle has no power or the fuse (at the rear of the
instrument) is open. Pilot lamp lit: Equipment is not
properly grounded. Either the third pin was not used,
or the rcceptacle used is not properly grounded-

4.1f Check dc po\rer. On the Power Supply, turn tbe
CHANNEL selector to 'DC". Tbe ueter should read
very tear the lile at 10. If not, this indicates that either
(l) there is an internal shon in one of tbe Conditioner
modules (remove them one at a tiEe), or (2) one or
more of the regulated p ower supply circuits is defecrive
(see 6.4 Internsl A djustnmts) -

4.lg Check bridge excitation regulaton. Scaa the CIIAN-
NEL switch through positions I to l0; all positions
should read somevoltage betl een0-5and l2V. (How-
ever, switch positions correspordhg to channels not
installed will, of course, read zero.)

4.1h The system is now ready for use. Ifit is planned to use
the system immediately, it is suggested that the
POWER be left on (for warm-up); otherwise turn all
POWER s\ .itches to OFF.

4.2 DC POWER

4.2a The 2l I I module is capable of powering up to eight
channels (four Model 2120.4' modules) at maximum
rated bridge voltage and output current or up to teu
channels when maximum bridge voltage and output
current are not required. The 2l I I functions similarly
to the 2l l0A Power Supply, with the exception ofthe
12 Vdc nominal input, which supports battery opera-
tion only.

4.2b Remove the l ine cord, which is not used when a 2l I I
module is installed, from the ac receptacle of the
cabinet.

Set POWER switch on the front panel to OFF. Install
the 2lll module in the right-hand position o{ the
cabinet; push to engage the inPut/output plug, and
secure with thumb screws.

4.2c 12 Vdc power is supplied through the four-conductor
recessed male connector on the 2l I I rear panel. Con-
nections are made to the mating female connectot
(TRW/Cinch-Jones S-404-CCT; Measurements
Group P/N 12X300606) with#I6 AwG (1.3-mm dia),
orlarger, wire. Assure that the operating voltage atthe
input connectorwill bc maintained withiD 9 to l8 Vdc.
Make connections as shown on page 7:
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NOTE: Leads fiarked "R" must be same length and size for besl balance afld stability.

roL_E
r-D
I

ACNVE

H020O)
G(350r))

AI.INTERNAI, DUMMY C'I. GAGES

ror+E
ro
l-- E

A2. EXTERNAI DUMMY

QUARTER BRIDGE

82 ALTERNATE

H ALF BRIDGE

FE. |a: Input Circuils

CZ TRANSOUCER

FUtL BRIDGE

Fig. I b: Input Phtg Pin Arrongenent

@@@

oo@@
QQ@

t- l -

2l I I Power Input Connections:

(+) Positive side of l2 Vdc source-
(-) Negative side of 12 Vdc source.

( rzir) Chassis ground. Connect to Systemground
bus or common tie point. Ifsystem is totally
floating, connect to negative side of
12 Vdc source.

4.2d Turn POWER on and check for proper oPeration as
described in 4.IJ through Lri for the 2l l0A.

4.3 INPUT CONNf,CTIONS

4.3a It is suggested that the system be turned on and
allowed to stabilize while preparing the input connec-
tors; power consumption is negligible. To prevent
powering any input circuits at this time, turn the
EXCIT toggle switches OFF on all channels.

4.3b Each cbannel uses a separate (and interchangeable)
input plug- Two loose plugs are supplied with each
2120A Conditioner (one per channel). If additional

plugs are desired they are available from Measure-
ments Group, Inc. or through electronic parts
distributors.

Measurements Group 12X3005 15
ITT/ Cannon KPT06Bl2-l0P
Bendix PT06A-12-loP(SR)

4.3c Connect the input to each channel, using the connec-
tors supplied, in accordance with Figs. la and lb.

NOTE: Except when using an external full bridge,
there must be ajumper in the plug connecting pins D
and E: this connects the midpoint of the iDternal
350O half bridge to the S+ amplifier input, thus
completing the necessary full bridge for proper
amplifier operation.

Generally, no modifications or jumpers are required
inside the 21204 Conditioner r€gardless of the exter-
nal bridge configuration used. (However, there are
provisions for accepting 1000f,l quafler-bridge inputs
and for changing the shunt calibradon circuit - see
the Note on the following page and5.0 Shunt Ca&ba'
tion, respectively.)
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NOTE: 21204 Strain Gage Conditioncr, with serial
numbers above 85000, provide the capability for
1000() quaner-bridge operation. For this mode, the
I20O dummy terminal Gin H of input plug) is con-
verted to a 10000 dunmy terminal by removing a
shunt from a factory-installed Vishay E80O precision
resistor in series with tbe intertral l20O dunmy gage.
To make tbis conversion the user roust desolder a
solder pad located on the circuit side of the PC board.
Figure 2 shows the location of the 880(l resistor (com-
ponent side) atrd tbe solder pad.

880r} +0.0170 Vishay Resistor
(Component Side)

Solder Pad
(Circuit Side)

4.4 WIRINGCONSIDERATIONS

Certain important considerations affect wiring tech-
nique, depending on whether the purpose ofthe test is
to measure static or dynamic data; if both may be
required, observe both sets of precautions. For add!
tional information on electrical noise, please consult
Measurements Croup Tech Note TN-501, Noise Con-
trol in Strain Gage Measurements-

Dynamic Data: It is extremely important to minimize
the electrical noise that the gages and leadwires pick up
from the test environment; this noise is usually related
to the 50 or 60 Hz line power in tbe area:

a) Al'nqys use twisted multi-conductor wire (never
parallel conductor wire); strielded wire is greatly pre-
ferred, although it may prove unnecessary in some
cases using short leads.

b) Shields should be grounded at one (and only one)
end; normally the shield is grounded at the INPUT
connector and left disconnected (and insulated against
accidental grounding) at the gage end. Do not use the
shield as a conductor (that is, do not use coafal cable
as a lwo-conductor wire).

c) The specimen or test structure (if metal) should be
electrically conn€cted to a good ground.

d) Keep all wiringwell clear ofmagnetic fields(shields
do not proteci against them) such as transformers,
motors. relays and heavy power wiring.

e) With long leadwires, a completely symmetrical cir-
cuit will yield less noise (e-g., a half bridge on or near
the specimen will usually show less noise than a true
quarter-bridge connection).

Static DNte: Precise symmetry in leadwirc resistance is
highly desirable to minimize the effecu of changes in
ambient temperature on leadwires-

a) In the quaner-bridge circuit, always use the three-
leadwire circuit shovr in Fig. I a, rather than the more
obvious two-wire circuit-

b) If possible, group all leadwires to the same channel
in a bundle to minimize temperature differcntials
betweeu leads.

c) If long leads are inyolved, calculate the lead$'Ae
desensitization caused by the lead resistaace. If exces-
sive iu view of data accuracy required, adjust effective
gage factor, increase wire size, or increase gage resis-
tance - or all thrce, as best suits the situation.

4.5 MILLTOLT INPUTS

The 2120A Conditioner can accept low-level dc itrputs,
(using pins A and D), Provided trvo requirements
are observed:

a) The common-mode voltage should not exceed
tlOV in normal operation, and must never exceed a
peak voltage of +25V.

b) The input cannot be completely floatitg; lhere must
be a ground return (generally less than l0 MO), either
external or within the 21204- In the case of thermo-
couples welded to a nominally grounded structure, this
return is adequate- A ground retua exists within the
standard 2120A due to the presence of the bridge-
balance circuit- However, if tbe external signal is ade-
quately grounded, this resistance can bc removed
(remove jumpers P and N - see Lf2$.

The user is also cautioned regarding two sources of
possibly signifi cant error

a) Bias current: Eacb input (pins A and D) requires aa
ilput current of approximately l0 nA; this current will
flo$, through the input wiring to the ground return,
n hicb must exist. With a floating input (in which case
the balance resistor must remain installed), tbe bias
required at pin D wilt flow directly from the balance
resistor, but the bias for pin A will flow through the
entire input circuit; with lowsource impedances this is
insigaifrcant and can be offset with the AMP ZERO
control. High source impedances can result in measur-
able offsets (with a50000source impedance the offset
may approach 0.2 mV RTI).

b) Any nonsymmetry in the ground returns of the
inputs will reduce the CMR of the amplifier to some
degree.

4,6 OUTPUT CONNECTIONS

CAUTION: If it is possible in any way to damage the
indicator or recorder connected to the OUTPUT with
inputs of l5V or 140 mA, the OUTPUT should not be
connected until the channels have been balanced (see
4.11 and 4.12).

4.6a Each channel uses a seParate outPut plug. Two loose
plugs are supplied with each 2120A Conditioner (one
per channel). If additional Plugs are desired they are
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readily available from Measurements Group, Inc.
through electronic parts distributors:

Measurements Group I 2X300556
Cinch-Jones P-303-CCT-L

4.5b Tfuee pins are provided for each channel:

3 ----f:r- oUTPUT

2 --4-4- OUTPUT COMMON'r
1 ..-J SHIELD

(CHASSIS GROUND)

It is geDerally not essential that the output leads be
shielded, but with low-level output signals, it is
advisable.

Pin 2 is output common, which is connected at one
pointto chassis-ground (inthecabilet or rack adapter
harness). Ifthe OUTPUT is conaected to a low impe-
dance device (such as a galvanometer), it is essential
that this device be connected between pins 3 and 2; any
other connection may cause crosstalk between chan-
nels. However, if the output is to be fed into a high
impedance device (such as an ossilloscope) which has
oniy a single iDput pin (plus ground), tbis input can be
connected to pin 3 of the ouTPuT plug with little
error (t,?ically I mV referred to the output) due to
crosstalk between channels; of course a differential
iuput (using pins 3 aad 2) is preferred-

It should be noted that the OUTPUT indicator lamps
on the front of the 2120.q. at all times monitor the
voltage between pins 3 and 2 ofthe OUTPUT recepta-
cle. If both lamps are extinguished, the output voltage
is zero (within 7 mV maximum circuit offset). Full
brilliance ofeither lamp indicates a voltage in excess of
70 mV (possibly as high as l5V).

OUTPUT LIMITS

The outpui is capable of +l0V into a load of
l00O or higher. With a load of I00O or lower, the
output \r,ill deliver up to !100 mA, but in no case
greater than 140 mA.

The maximum output can readily be limited to less
than 140 mA by increasing the value of two resistors
per channel (R34 and R37, normally 6-2o. +5Vo).

The desired value of R34 and R37 can be calculated
with the followine formula:

(Eq. l)

If the "maximum safe current" of the galvanometer is
less than 140 mA, calcu.late the shuat resistor:

where: .asAFE = maximum safe current (mA).
Rcr.rv = input impedauce of the galvanometer.

If the maximum safe current is 140 mA or bigher, the
shunt resistor nay be omitted.

(A more conservativc soludon for most galvaDometers
nith a response below 2 kHz would b€ to r€calculate
the above, but for Isr.rr use the maximuE required
operating currert - typically several times the
"mA/inch" spccification of the galvonometer -
rather tban the maximum safe curreut. This will cstab'
lish the miaimum value for Rsxun, but do not use a
value below l5O. The origiral solutior ofEq. 2 yielded
the maximum value. Tbus therc is a rather large range
ofvalues acceptable, but never exceed the value originaly
calculated.)

Having chosea a value for tbe shunt resistor, now
calculate the series resistor:

RsnuNr = Rc^Lv x -++-
t.{, - ls^FE

5000-------;- - ,<calv
mAFs

(Ee. 2)

4-6c

4.7

(Eq. 3)
' - Rc^t"' -  &""*

where: zlrs is the milliamperes required through the
galvanometer for the desired full-scale deflection.

In the above equation, if no shunt resistor is used
(Rsxwr = cp), the denominator in the fraction is l.

The series resistor value is never critical; any value
withit !25V0 of the above solution is adequale. The
series resistor is most conveniently mounted as R38 on
the 2120A pc board (first open the shortingjumper on
the pc board pad Z). The shunt resistor can be located
on the pc board as R39.

4.8b Magnetically damped galvanometers, require series
"damping" resistors to achieve proper dynamic
response. A three-resistor network is usually required:

R7n

4.E

4.8a

vr'here: Rc r : current limit resistor in ohms (R34, R37)-
/MAx = maximum current output in mA.

GALVANOMETER MATCHING

Fluid-damped galvanomet€rs arc most frequently
used due to their high frequency response and simple
matching network requirements. A series resistor is
always desirable and ashunt rcsistor must be providcd
in most cases to keep the peak galvanometer current
below the 140 mA output of rhe 2120,4..

- 9 -
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A! altemate solutio! is:

Rrr.,o= 5j49
mrFs

Note that in the above circuit the galvanometer is
protected by the maximum voltage (tl5v) from the
2120A, the l,l0 mA current limit is never approached
because the value of Rsar.rrs will always be above
150O. The l0O shunt resistor bas been selected ratber
arbitrarily and the fotlowing formulas are based on
this value.

50 x 105
Rsrrres = plrs (icer.v + Roern)

(Eq. 4)

wberc: ;r,{.rs is the microamperes required through the
galvanornetcr for the desired full-scale dellection

Roeur is the specifred dampiag resistance for
the galvaloEeter, in ohEs.

rRoer.v is the input impedance ofthe galvarometer.

If greater accuracy is desired than can be achieved
with the built-in meter, connect an external meter to
the EXTERNAL METER banana jacks on the
Power Supply (the minus jack is norninally
chassis-ground).

Turn CHANNEL selector to channel 2 and repeat the
above procedure adjustiag BRIDGE EXCIT on the
next channel; continue unti! all iastalled channels are
satisfactorily adjusted.

NOTE: To achieve best stability and lowest noise at
the output, it is desirable to use the maximum exci-
tadon that the input to each channel can accept-
Small or low-resistance gages or gages bonded to a
poor thermal conductor (such as most plastics or
composites) must necessarily use low excitation-
For additional information on excitatioa selection,
please consult Measurenents Group Tech Note
Ttl-502, Optimizing Stain Gage Excitation Izvels.

4.10b Cotrnect the gage INPUT plugs (if not already
cornected).

4.TT AMPLIFIER ZERO

Adjust the AMP ZERO for each channel- (To some
extent the amplilier balance is affected by symmetry of
the source impedalces seen by the ampliiier inputs.)

Using a srnall screwdriver, adjust each AMP ZERO
until both OUTPUT lamps are off- (If the *+" lamp is
lit, turn the adjustment counterclockwise, etc.)

If, at best null, both lamps are lit, this is an indication
ofexcessive noise (probably 50 or 60 Hz) at the input.
Check wire shieldin g, erc. Refer to 4.4 Wirkt Consd-
erations for further discussion.

4.I2 BRIDGE BALANCE

4.12a Adjust balance. For each channel, turn the EXCIT
switch to ON; then turn the BALANCE control to
extinguish the OUTPUT lamps-

RANGE JUM?ER N

RANCE JTJM'ER P

RIGH'
CHANNEL

iANGE JUMP€R P

(Ee. s)

where: m /rs is the millivolts required for 'damped

systems" for the desired fulFscale deflection.

Most specification cbarts for magnetically damped
galvanometers list data in mV/in (mVlcm) lor
damped systems - note that this is the system voltage
(including the damping resistor), notjust the voltage
across the galv:uometer.

The series resistor value is never critical; aay value
\xithin +2570 of the above solution is adequate. values
will range between 1000f,! and 25 000O. The series
resistor and sbunt resistor are most conveniently
mounted as described at the end of r.8a.

4.9 OPERATION

4.9a On each chaunel make celtain that the EXCIT
switches are OFF (tbus removing excitation to all gage
circuits) and the CAL switches are in the center(OFD
position.

4.9b Ifit is possible to damage or overload the indicators or
recorders connected to the OUTPUTS with 15 Vdc (or
140 mA for low-resistance devices), the OUTPUT
plugs should not be connected at this time-

4-9c On the Power Supply module, turn the POWER
switch on. The red pilot lamp should light.

4-9d On the Power Supply (2ll0A only) module, set the
CHANNEL selector at AC; the meter should read
within rhe AC band.

4-9e Turn the CHANNEL selecrorto DC; the meter should
read on the DC check line.

4.T() EXCITATION

4.l0aset desired excihtion on each channel: tum the
CHANNEL selector to channel l: on the leftmost
cbanael, adjust BRIDGE EXCIT (using a small
screwdriver) to read the desired BRIDGE VOLTS on
the Power Supply Meter.

LEFT
CHANNELntr

trn

r-J I
T-]l
t l- l

L__t
= i
t"'-'--'
t r l
E

- r=
RIGHT
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NOTE: As delivercd, the BALANCE controls can
conect for approximately 12000p€ unbalance in a
quaner, half or 350O full bridge. With full bridge
inputs other than 350O, the balance range will be
reduced for lower bridge resistance and increased for
higher resistances. For example, with a l20O full
bridge, the balance range is reduced to under
t700pce. If the balance range proves inadequate for
lhe gages or transducers in use, the "balance limit
resistoi' can be changed from 75 000f,) to 37 000f,)
by moving the jurnper from areas P to area N, thus
doubling the balance range. Also, jumpers can be
located at both area P and N, thus tripling the original
balance range. An extension of the balance range will
produce a reduction in the setability of the balance
control. This is especially noticeable for strain gages
with lesistances of 3500 ard higher. Bridge balance
may be disabled by rcmoving both P and N jumpen.

Spare or unused jumpers can be stored on the pins
next to the right channel gain switch.

4-l2b Conn"", OUTPUT plugs for each channel (unless
alreadv connected).

4.13 GAIN

4.13a Adjust GAIN for each channel. There are two general
methods of setting the GAIN control:

a) Mathematical: In many cases it is possible to predict
and preset &e amplifier gain required. For exampie,
assume the input is one active gage with GF=2 (this will
produce 0.5 g.V per pre per volt ofexcitation) and bridge
exciEtion has been set at 5 Vdc. Funher assume that the
desir€d output from the 2120A' is 2V for 5009,€. At
500pr.e tbe bridge will deliver 1.25 mv (500ll€ x 5V x
0.5 p.YNlp.e = 1.25 mV). To achieve 2V output from
the amplifier will rcquire a gain of 1600 (2V/1.?5 mV =
1600). Set the GAIN control at 8.00, ard the multiplier
switch at X200.

b) Empirical: Without regard to bridge excibtion or
amplifier output voltage, assume tiat the desired output
is 25-mm deflection on a recorder for a 500trc€ input.
Using shunt calibration (such as the 1000p€ built into
the 2120A Conditioner), adjust lhe GAIN as required to
achieve the desired deflecdon - for example. a 50-mm
deflection should occur when the l000g,e shunt calibra-
tion resistor in the 2120,4 is selected (assuming GF=2,
for which the calibration resistors are caiculaaed).

In practice. even though the mathemadcal approach is
poss ib le  in  many s i tua t ions ,  the  shunt -ca l ib rar ion
method should also be used as the fioal exact adjust-
ment.

The user is cautioned to consider the effects of leadwire
resistance and the calibration circuit actually in use
when calculating the strain simulated by shunt calibra-
tion. See 5.0 Shunt CaHbratian.

4.13b All controls are Dow set. However, just beforc bking
data, it is advisable to check balances on each channel:

a) Briefly turn EXCIT to OFF; if the OUTPUT lamps
are not at null (both exlinguished) adjust AMP ZERO as
necessary. This can be done at any time during a test -
and should be done occasionally on an extended test.

b) Under no-load conditions (and with CAL at OFF and
EXCIT at Ol9 the OUTPUT lamps should indicate null;
if not, adjust the BALANCE control.

NOTE: In both steps above, it may be desirable to
obsewe the output recorder rather than the OUTPL]"I
lamps. Fint there may be a very small offset (5-10
mV) between Eue zero ouput and the zero indicated
by lhe lamps and, second, it may be necessary to
compensate for a small mechanical or electrical zero
offset in the lecording device-

4.13c Once the GAIN and BALANCE conFol settings have
been finalized, it is recommended that the knobs be
locked in position to prevent accidental lotation.
Counting knobs utilize a leverwhich must first be pulled
away from the panel and then rotated clockwise
(towards the bottom of the panel). The krob can be
unlocked simply by rotating the lever back to the coun-
terclockwise stop.

4.14 NOISE

Before taking dynamic dab, it is highly desirable to doc-
umenr rhe output noise attributable to wiring and other
sources vs. the total dynamic output which includes this
noise plus ahe dynamic srain signals:

Momentarily um EXCIT to OFF. Any output observed
now is NOT caused by strain (wherher a dynamic stmin
is being generated or not). "Vy'hite" noise (full specEum)
is due to the amplifier and cannot be reduced except by
reducing GAIN - it should not exceed seveial micro-
volts rms refeFed to the inpur (that is. the observed sig-
nal divided by amplifier gain). A recurrent wavefom
(usually 50 or 60 Hz or multiples ofthis frequency) indi-
cates elecrical pickup at the gages or in the widng ro rhe
gages: if excessive, the source should be located and
corrective measures taken. For additional intbrmation
on elecrical noise. please consult MBasurements Group
Tech Note TN-501 . Noisc Cttnrrol itt Strqitt Gage
Measurements.

- -



5.0 SHUNT CALIBRATION

NOTE: It should be emphasized that the purpose of
shult calibration is to determine the performance of
tbe circ it inlo whicb the gage(s) is wircd, and in no
way does it verify the ability of the gage itself to mea-
sure strain or the cbaracteristics of its performance.

SHUNTING INTERNAL HALF BRIDGE
(350o):

Usc: Qualter and half bridge (full bridge with reduced
acc'.fiacy)-

Advantages: Same resistors regardless of active gage
resistance. No special wiring required. Can simulate
tension and/ or compression.

Dhadvantage: Leadwire desensitization rnay be signif-
icant (use Eq. 7 in Eq. 6).

Location of resistors aad jumpers on the Printed cir-
cuit board is shown in Figs. 3, 4, and 5. (Note that
separate resistors are used for CAL A and CAL B, so
that these may be different values; to calculate strain use
.Ke = 349.3O).

SHUNTING INTERNAL DTJMMY GAGE
(120 or 350O):

Use: Quaner bddge oniy.

Advantage: Automatically corrects for leadwire de-
sensitization (using thrce-wire circuit). No special wir-
ing- Accuracy independent of precise gage resistance.

Disadyentage: Only usable if intcmal dummy gages
are in use. Simulates tension only.

Location of resistors and junpers on the Printed cir-
cuit board is shown in Fig.6. -Rr is resistance of
dummy resistor. &= K.

5.4 SHUNTING ACTIVE GAGES

While there is no electrical problem in shunting active
gages ar the specimen (they must be accessible),
accomplishing this at the Conditioner with only the
usual three-lead connection will introduce serious
errors if the leadwires have measurable resistance. The
reason is that one signal lead, whicb is supposed to be
only a remote voltage-sensing lead, now carries cur-
rent (to the calibration resistor); the error thus intro-
duced is approximately four times that which would be
expected by normal'leadwire desensitization"
equations.

The above problem applies equally to active (or com-
pensadng) gages in stress analysis and to all transducer
applications.

As a rough guide, lVo error will be introduced if the
resistance of each lead is:

For l20O gages:
0.3O (7 fl AWG 26, 30 ft Av/G 20)

Q.l m,0-4 mm dia;9 m,0.8 mm dia)

For 350O gages:
0.9O (20 fr AwG 25, 85 ft AwG 20)

(6 m, 0'4 mm dia; 25 m, 0.8 mm dia)

5.4a To properly shunt-calibrate active gages or transduc-
ers, the accepted technique is to provide two additional
leads dedicated to the calibration circuit; for quarter-
bridge operation this is customarily called the "frve-
leadwire circuit"-

< t

EQUATIONS

Shunt calibration can be achieved by shunting any one
ofthe four arms ofthe input bridge (which includes an
active gage(s) and the bridge completion resistors
within the 2120.{ Conditioner). The 2120.4 provides
for shunting any of these arms. No rDatter which arm is
shunted, lhe same equation applies: 

5J

FEc* =
r( (Rc,u + Ri)

x 105 (Eq.6)

whele: r/€c^L: strain simulated (microstrain).

fi'^ = precise effective resistance of arm
shunted (ohms).

K = effective gage factor of strain gage-

RCAL= resistanceof calibrationrcsistor(ohms).

K' may be the actual package gage factor of the strain
gage in use, or it rnay be adjusted for leadwire
desensitization:

Ri

p^
K . =  K -

-fi6 r ,{L
(Eq- 7)

where: I(: package gage factor of active gage.

Rc = resistance of strai! gage (ohms).

RL : resistance ofleadwire(s) in series with
active gage (usually the resistance of
one leadwire) (ohms).

when shunting eithei bridge arm to which the balance
limit resistor is connected, it is theoretically necessary
to correct for this shunting effect in detgrmining
Ri\. While the exact value depends on the position of
the balance potentiometer, a good approximation
(which assumes the pot is at mid position) is:

Rr, (Rr + 4Rar-)
Ri=

2 R , r + R r + 4 R E r -
(Ec. 8)

where: R,{ = resistance of resistor or
gage in arm.

Rp = resistance of balance potentiometer.

RBL : resistaDce of balance limit resistor.

It should be noted that, for the 2120A Conditioner as
shipped (where shunt calibration is across the 350O
dummy half bridge), this correction is only 0-2Eo-

- 1 2 -



CAL A: Tension (+)
CAL B: Compression (-)

NOTE: This is standard conliguration
of the 21204 as shipped.

Fig. j: CAL on I emal Hall Bridge (Tension azd Conpresrion)
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CAL A & B: Compression (-)

Fig. 5: CAL on Inlanal HaIJ Bridge (Cotnpression)
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CALA&B:
Compression (-)

CALA&B:
Tension (+)
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Pins J and K on the input connector are used for this
application. Figures 7 and 8 show a halfbridge, but the
calibratioa wiring also applies to fu bridges and
transducers; for true quaner bridges, Fig. 7, compres-
sion only, applies.

The added external leads should be connected directly
to the strain gage terminals. Ri = actual gage resis-
tance. .K = 1K. (Itr a transducer, the connection should
be made at the connector on the transducer. Ri would
be the effective resistance of the sbunted traus-
ducer arm.)

5.5 OPIIONALREMOTE.OPERATIONRELAYS

Four isolated rclays can be provided to operate the
following functions in the 2120,4':

Shunt Calibration (A and B)
Bridge Excitation off (to check ampli{ier

zero or electrical noise)
' While the relays are not hstailed unless specifred at the

time of order, they can be easily installed later by a
qualifred technician; all wiring already exists in the
2 I 20A module. For after-sale installation. order relav
kit selected from Table 5.1.

5.5a An external dc power supply is required to control the
reiays in the 21204 modules. Remote-operation capa-
bility Eust also be specified for tbe Modcl 2150 Rack
Adapter or Model 2160 Porlable Enclosure. The sys-
ten would be wircd as shown in Fis. 9.

2t50 0R 2160
^s riootlteo FoR lEr olE oPEaATloN

2120^
AMPLIFTER(S}

Fig. 9: Remote-Op*ation Wirkg.

Tible 5.f

OPTION OPERATING
VOLTAGE

REQIJIRED
CURREM FOR
TWGCHANNEL

MODULE

PART
NUMBER

w4

5V
t?v
AV

90 mA
75 DA
50 mA

120{0r338
120{0t339
120.{x}r 330
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6.0

6.1

SERVICING DATA

CUSTOMER MODTFICATIONS

There are thrce simple modifications that can be made to
suit specific measuremeDt requirements. However, it
should be noted that these modifications mav. to some
extent, affect overall performance:

a) Shunt-calibration eircuit. See 5.0 Srrzt
Ca&bration.

b) Change bridge BALANCE range: See 4.f2a-

c) Change bandpass: As shipped the 2120A is confrg-
ured for a bandpass of 15 kHz (-3.0 dB). Bandpass
can be increased to 50 kHz by removing jumper R-
Spare jumpers may be stored on pins next to gain
switch.

2111 DC.OPERATED POWER SI]PPLY

2IIOA'POWER SIJPPLY

Description

Meter, Bridge Vols

Integzted Circuix:
Regulator

(National, Ltvl723cl0

Diodes and Rectiflen:
Diode, Rectifier

(Motorola 1N4002)
Diode, Rectifier

(Motorola 1N4004)

Transistors:
Transistor, NPN

(Motorola TIP-3055)

Connector, Power Lnput

Meter, Bridge Volts

DC-DC Convener

DC-DC Convener

Input Plug

Output Plug

Integrated Circaits:
Regulator

(National. LM331LZ)

Regulator
(National. LM723CN)

Amplifier
(PMr, OP21EZ)

Amplifier
(PMI, OPoTCP)

Amplifier
(PMI, OPI5EZ)

Amplifier
(PMr, OPo7DP)

Diodes and. Rectiferc:
Diode, Reference

(National. LM336Z-5.0)

Diode, Zener l3V
(Motorola- IN4?43)

Transistorc:
Transistor. NPN

(Motorola. MjE52l )
Traosistor. NPN

(Motorola, MPS8099)

Tnnsisto!, PNP
(Motorola, MPS8598)

Tmnsistor, PNP
(Motorols. MJE37l)

21204 STRAIN GAGE CONDITIONER

Symbol
MI

UI.U3

cR1-CRl7

cR18

QI.Q3

P/N
20G130s83

14X700040

i4x400135

14x400088

t4x200r91

M 1

z1
72

u2

U3, U4

U5

U6

U7

cRl

cR2-CR5

Qr

Q2

Q3

a4

12X300606
20s130583
26X100190
26X100191

12X300515
12x300556

14x700153

14X700040

t4x700162

14x700096

14x7001 18

14x700087

r4x500i08

14x500107

r4x200189

14x200183

14x200184

14x200190

UI

6.2 SERVICING

Individual schematics of the various modules arc includ-
ed on the following pages. To facil i tat€ service,3-ft
(0.9-m) extenstor cables are available to operate the
modules outside the rack or enclosure:

l5-pin (for 2120A) P/N 200-130596
25-pin (for 2l l0A./21 I l) P,4J 200-130597

6.3 FIELD-REPLACEABLE COMPONENTS

It is recommended that a defective module be retumed to
the Measurements Group for repair and recalibration in
orde! to preserve the factory warranry. At the expiration
of factory warranty, user organizadons with qualified
electronic technicians and suitable calibration facilities
may choose to repair the units by referring to circuit
descriptions, intemal adjustment procedures and sche-
matic diagrams.

The components on the following list are those which
may be required in the repair of a defectiye amplifier
Other components may be obtained from the Measure-
ments Group by reference to the schematic designation
and the serial number of the amplifier. Consult Mea-
surcments Group Applications Engineering Departrnent
for assistance.

- 1 7 -



6.4 INTERNALADJUSTMENTS

If equipment malfunction occurs during the warranty
period, the defective unit should be returned to the
Measurements Group in order to preserve the factory
waranty. The following adjustment procedures are
intended to aid the technician in the proper adjustment of
the amplifier in the event that components are changed
during toubleshooting and repair of the unit subsequent
to $e wamnty period.

6.4a 2110A Power Supply Adjustrnents

Set line yoltage switch to correspond with operating
voltage- (See 4.ll)

Switch power to ON.

Place DvM probes across C I I .
Adjust R6 for output voltage of + l5V al7o.

Place DVM probes across C12.
Adjust R I 1 for output voltage of -l5Y x.lVo

Place DvM probes across C 14-
. Adjust Rl6 for output voltage of +17.5v 4170.

6.4b 2fU Dc-Operated Supply Adiustment

ll5v outputs are fixed by design.

Switch power to ON.

Place DvM probes across C5.

Adjust R6 for output of +17 -5v llqa.

6.4c 21204 Amplifier Adjustments

Unless otherwise specified, an input connector with S+,
S- and Gnd rerminals sholted bgether must be connect-
ed to the amplifier input for all the following tests.
Repeat procedure for both left and right channels.

NOTE: Ailow 3o-minute warm-up before making
final adiustments.

Zero Adjustments

Set EXCIT switch to OFF.
Set Gain Multiplier to X200 and potentiometer to 10.50
(Gain = 2100).
Connect DVM from TPI to Pin 2 of outPut connector
(J2).
Set front-panel AMP ZERO contol R20 8 tums clock-
wise from full counterclockwise position.
Adjust Rl3 for DVNI rcading of zero t10O pV.

Set Gain Multiplier to X2.
Adjust R23 for DVM rcading of zero 1100 pv.

Check and adjust zercs ofRi3 and R23 until there is no
zero shift when switching between gain mnges of X2
and X200.

Move DVM from TPI to Pin 3 of outPut connector.
Adjust R29 for reading of zero ll mv.
Both BALANCE LED's should be extinguished-

Common-Mode Adjustnent

Connect oscilloscope to Pins 3 and 2 of the output
connector.

Apply 60 Hz, 10V pp sinewave from (S+, S-) to Gnd on
rnput colnector.

Set Gain Multiplier to x2.
Set Gain Potentiometer to X10.5.

Adjusr R2l for minimum oscilloscope deflection.
60 Hz deflection should be less than 7 mV.

SCI{EMATICS

Schematic diagrams for the 2ll0A Power Supply,2lll
DC-Operated Power Supply,  2120A Stra in Gage
Conditioner, 2150 Rack Adapter and the 2160 Ponable
Enclosure are found on the pages that follow-

6.5
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WARRANTY

Measureme s Group, Inc., warrants all ins&umeots it manufactures to be free from defect io materials and factory worknanship, and agees
to repair or replace any iostrumeDt $at fails to perform as specified withi[ three yea$ afte! date of shipmenl Coverage of computers, cam-
eras, rechargeable batteries, and similar items, sold in conjunction with equipment manufactured by Measurements Group, Inc. and beadng
the identifying name of another company, is limited uoder this warranry ro one year after rhe date of shipment. The warranty on non-
lechargeable baneries and simild consumable items is limited to the delivery of goods free from defects in materials and factory worklan-
ship. This wa$anty shall Dot apply to any instrument that has been:

i) lepaired, worked on or altered by persons unauthorized by the Measurernents Group in such a manner as to injure, in our sole
judgment, the performance, stability, or leliability of the instlument;

ii) subjected to misuse, negligence, o! accident;

ot

iii) connecred, installed, adjusted, or used otberwise than in accordance with dle insructions fumished by us.

Ar no charye, we will repair, at our plant, or an authorized repair station, or at our option, replace any of our products found to be defective
under this wair-anty.

This warranty is in lieu of any other warranties, expressed or implied, including any implied wararties of merchantability or litness
for a particular purpose. There are no warratlties which extend beyoDd the description on the face hereof. Purcbaser acknowledges
that all goods purchased from Measrrrements Group ar€ purchased as is, and buyer states tbat ro salesma.n, agent, employee or other
person has made any such r€presentations or warranties or othemise assumed for Measurements Group any liability in connection
with the sale of any goods to th€ purchascr. Buy€r hereby waiyes all rights buyer may have arising out of ary br€ach of contract or
breach of warranty on the part of Me€surements Gmup, to any incidental or consequential dar|ages, including but not llnited to
damages to prqperty, damages for injury to the person, damages for loss of use, loss of time, loss of profits or income, or locs r€sult-
ing from p€rsonal injury.

Some states do nor allow the exclusion or limiation of incidental or consequential damages for consumer products, so the above limitations
or exclusions may not apply to you.

The Purchaser agrees that the Purchaser is responsible for notifying any subsequent buyer of goods manufacrured by Measurements Group
of rhe warra-nry provisions, limitations, exclusions and disclaimers stated helein, prior to the time any such goods are purchased by such
buyer, and the Purchaser hereby agrees to indemnify and hold Measurements Group harmless from any claim assened against or liability
imposed on Measuremenrs Group occasioned by the failure of the Purchaser tq so notify such buyer. This provision is not inrended to afford
subsequent purchasers any warianties or rights not expressly g.arted to such subsequem purchasers under tbe law.

The Measuremenrs Croup reserves the right to make any changes in the design or constluction of its instruments at any time, without incur-
iing any obligarion to make any change whatever in units pleviously delivered-

The Measuremenrs Group's sole liabilities, and buyer's sole remedies, under this a$eement shall be limited to the purchase price, or at our
sole discretion. ro the repair or replacement of any instrument that proves, upon examination, ro be defective, when reaumed to our factory,
transponadon prepaid by the buyer. within the applicable period of time from the date oforiginal shipment.

Retum transponarion chiuges ofrepaired or replacement insrruments under waranty !!ill be prepaid by Measuremens Group, Inc.

The Measurcmenls Group is solely a manufacturer and assumes no responsibility of an]-. tb.m for the accuracy or adequacy of any rcst results.
data. or conclusions which may result from the use of its €quipment,

The manner in which the equipment is employed and the use to which the dara and resr results may be pur are completely in the hands of the
Purchaser. Measurements Group, Inc.. shall in no way be liable for damages consequenrial or incidental to defects in any of irs products.

This wananty constitutes the luil understanding between the manufactuler and buyer. and no terms. conditions. uoderstanding. or agreement
purponing to modity or vary the terms hereof shall be binding unless hereafter made in wriring and signed by an authorized officirl of
Measurcments CrouD. Inc.



APPENDIX

MODEL 2130 DIGITAL READOUT
AND

MODEL 2TT PEAK READING DIGITAL READOUT

GENERAL

The 2130 module provides an LED digital display plus a
channel selector in a 2100 System-compatible package. The
2l3l also includes peak reading capability. These units
simply slide into either the 2150 Rack Adapter or the 2160
Enclosure. An additional line connection is ro, required as
power is dedved from the 2ll0A or 21ll Power Supply
through the rack adapter orenclosurc. Staadard cables (two
supplied) make the necessary signal connection between the
2l30|2l3l and each ofthe 21204, Srain Gage Conditioner
channels to be used in the display mode. The 2130/ 2131 will
accept and switch up to teninputs. Additionally, front-panel
jacks are provided for utility inputs such as measuring bridge
excitation via the 2ll0A or 2lIl EXTERNAL METER
jacks- The front-panel EXTERNAL input is single-sided on
the 2130 and differentiat on the 2131. An external monitor-
ing device, such as an oscilloscope, can also be connected to
the rear-panel output connectorto give simultaneous indica-
tions for a given selected input.

SPECIFICATIONS

All specifrcations nominal or typical at +23o C unless noted.

2130 / 21 3 1 COMMON SPECIFICA TIONS

INPUT IOO KO.
IMPEDANCE

ACCURACY +(0.05% reading +0.0570 full scale)
or better.

COMMON
MODE
COMPLIANCE

tl00 mV (rear-panel input) minimum.

2I3I SPECIFICATIONS

INPUT
VOLTAGE
RANGE

2130 SPECIFICATIONS

INPUT
VOLTAGE
RANGE

t1999 mV (Xl range);
+19 990 mV (Xlo range).

+1999 mV (Xl range);
+lov (Xl0 range).

Repetitive Sine Wave Input: 15.0/e
t5 counts for repetitive sine wave of
frequency less than 1000 Hz.

+1.0?o+5 counts for repetitive sine
wave input of frequency less than
200 Hz.

t3 counts/minute maximum at
+750F (+23" C).

I0 channels, BNC (rear panel);
I channel, bananajacks (front panel).

SWITCHED Not attenuated, BNC (rear panel).
OUTPUT

ATTENUATOR t0.170 or better.
ACCURACY

INPUT Greater than I MO.
IMPEDANCE

COMMON 1l0V (rear-panel input).
MODE INPUT
RANGE

ACCURACY Step Input: t0.l/e t5 counts for step
input of greater than l0 milliseconds
duration.

Repetitive Step Input 10.2/e i5 counts
for repetitive step inpuls ofgreaterthan
500 psec duration- Number of steps

l0 milliseconds
required >

Pulse Duration

INPUT
CAPACITY

UPDATE
RATE

DIGITAL
DISPLAY

DISPLAY
HEIGHT

POWER

3 readings/ second, nominal.

3-l /2 digit LED, t1999 counts.

0.3 ir O.6 mm).

2ll0{l2lll Power Supply.

STORAGE
STABILITY

SIZE & WEIGHT 5.25 H x2.94Wx 10.97 D in
(133 x 75 x 279 mmj,
2tb (0.8 ks).

PEAK MODES MAX (usuauy positive) excursion
and MIN (usually negative) excursion.

PEAK RESET Manual or Automatic.

A- l
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CONTROLS

OUTPUT
DISPLAY

CHANNEL
Selector

EXTERNAL
Jacks

ATTEN Switch

POWER Switch

SIG OUT
(Rear Panel)

Provides a digital reading of the input
as selected by CHANNEL selector.
Typically used to monitor strain or
bridge voltage.

Positions I to l0 select the input chan-
ncl for display. (Generally, position I
rs channel farthest to the left in
rack, etc.)

The EXTERNAL position selects the
input that is connected to the adjacent
front-panel jacks.

Provide ability to accept a front-panel
iDput, typically bridge voltage from
2I IOAI 2II1 EXTERNAL METER
jacks

X I position gives t2 volt range.

XlO position gives t20 volt range
(+lOV for 2l3l).

This switches the 17.5 Vdc power
supply. The pilot lamp LED indicates
when power is on.

BNC receptacle used to monitor the
input signal on an external indicating
instrumcnt such as an oscilloscoPe.
The desired channel is selected with
the front-panel CIIANNEL selector
switch.

Input Connectors l0 BNC receptacles (typ. connected
(Rear Panel) to 21204' OUTPUT receptacles).

RESET Switches AUTO (Togigle Switch) - when set
(2f31) to AUTO, the stored peak reading

is periodically reset to the existing
input level. Automatic reset will
occur approximately every 5 to I0
seconds.

MAN (Push-button Switch) - When
pressed, resets peak reading to the
existing input level the button should
be held I second or more for a com-
plete reset.

PEAK MODE ON-Display reads the stored Peak
Switches (2131) reading. when off (down), display

reads the existing inPut level.

MAX - The most positive (algebraic)
input is stored.

MIN - The most negaiive (a.lgebraic)
input is stored.

SETUP

Install the 2130/ 213 I into the rack or enclosure as discussed
in 4.0 Operutint Procedures; the 2130/2131 is installed in
exactly the same manner as lhe 2120A Conditioners, filling
one of the rack or enclosure slots.



INPUT CONNECTIONS

Connect the OUTPUT qonnector ofeach 2120A channel to
be displayed to the appropizte 2130l213l inpur, prcferably
using the standard cables, two ofwhich are provided (Mea-
surements Group No. 20V130821, accessory 2130-A27)- lf
necessary, acable can be made as discussedi.n4.6a znd 4.6b-,
connect lhe 2120A OUTPUT (pin 3) to rhe center BNC pin
and the shield (pin 2) to the BNC shell.

If desired, bridge voltage can be displayed by connecting
banana plugjumpers between the 2l l0A/21I I EXTERNAL
METER jacks and the 2130/ 213l EXTERNALjacks (con-
nect red to red and black to black)-

OPERATION

To prevent damage to small gages or sensitive galvanome-
ters, before turning on power to the 2ll0A/2ll l  and
2l3O l2l3l, complete all sreps i\ 4.0 Operatint Procedwes
through 4.9e.

Turn POWER oD to both rhe 2l l0A/21I I and 21301213t.
Set the 2l3l PEAK MODE and RESET-AUTO switches to
off. Continue on r'.f0 utilizing the CHANNEL selector to
choose the desired channel for display. Observe the OUT-
PUT DISPLAYwhen adjusting the 2120A balance and gain
controls as well as when taking data. For convenience, the
OUTPUT DISPLAY may be set up to read directly in
engineering units.

The ATTEN switch is normally used in the Xl position but
the X l0 position is required when rhe reading goes over 1999
counts and the display flashes (indicating overrange)- In the
X I mode, the 2130/ 2l3l reads directly in mill ivolts (tens of
millivolts in the XlO mode).

To use the 2l3l without utilizing the peak readiDg feature,
keep the PEAK MODE and RESET toggle switches set to
the off (down) position. To take peak readings using the
2131, achieve desired calibration as discussed in the above
paragraphs aod proceed as follows depending upon type of
input signal:

NON.RECARRING PEAKS

. Set RESET-AUTO to off (down position).

. Set PEAK MODE rotary switch to MAX and the
toggie swirch to ON.

r Press RESET-MAN firmly (approximately
I second).

. Load specimen or strucrure through the peak
value of interesr-

o Read OUTPUT DISPLAY-

If the MIN peak is of interest, rurn PEAK MODE to MIN
and press RESET-MAN again.

NOTES

In both MAX and MIN modes, a peak reading can have
either a positive or negative sign. For example, if RESET
results in a +1500 count reading (static load offset), a -440

count input excursion from the offset level will result in a
reading of+ 1060 in the MIN mode or an unchanged reading
of +1500 in the MAX mode- If instead the excursion were
+200, the reading would have been an unchanged +1500 in
the MIN mode or +1700 in the MAX mode.

A very slow display change can be due to peak storage drift
that is not necessarily due to change in the strain amplitude-
Typically the MAX peak storage can drift in eitherdirection,
whereas MIN peak storage tdnds to drift in the positive
direction-

In the presence of 50/60 Hz pickup, the display will read
slightly higher in peak reading mode because the pickup
appears to the 2l3l as a normal (although small) dynamic
signal- Therefore, this pickup should be minimized by using
twisted and shielded strain gage input wiring.

RECARRING PEAKS

. Set PEAK MODE toggle switch to off (down position).

o EstablGh static load (if required) and cyclic load.

O Set PEAK MODE to ON.

. Switch RESET ro AUTO.

o Press RESET-MAN firmly (approximately I second) or
wait for automatic reset to reset display.

o MAX or MIN should now be displayed according to
the position of the PEAK MODE control.

. To read the opposire peak, set PEAK MODE rotary
switch accordingly and repear prior two steps.

. To determine the peak-to-peak amplitude, algebraically
subtract the MIN reading from the MAX reading.

. A decreased cyclic strain amplitude will be reflecred
in the display afier reset occurs.

SERVICE

A schematic ofthe 2130 and the 2l3l can be found on the
next page. Replacement parts can be obtained from the
factory.

There is an internal adjustment in rhe 2130/2131 for span
sens i t i v i t y .  Th is  can be  t r immed by  app ly ing  exa i t l y
tl.900V to the inpur and adjusting tbe potentiomererat rear
of meter until readour displays A 1900. A five-minute warm-
up ls recommended.
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